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OVERVIEW
UFO sightings and interactions continue in this European Civilian Cosmic Contact effort. This time
in the high Austrian Alps, around the “silver valley” and famous Montafon ski region.
Several types of clear UFOs appeared in Dialogues with the Cosmos II, which also came with
some surprises.
Unidentified Flying Object sightings including those termed “jumpers” and “time jumpers”, as
these UFO objects “pulse-flash” and then jump ahead, or to another direction, and then brighten
up again, and “pulse flash,” appeared high over the Silbertal valley.
Pulse-flashes which appear to have an affect upon consciousness!
And other important experiences to note, and apply in the continuation of Civilian Cosmic
Contact Interfacing. An interface effort that now becomes a pertinent civilian effort after such
historically significant events as “The Citizens Hearing on Disclosure,” Washington Press room (as
reported in our April Grailzine alerting the European public ahead of this event, which is changing
history, amidst other related events.
In Dialogues with the Cosmos I, set in the Swiss Alps, a large number of UFO sightings and close
approaches engaged this 1st civilian group, manifested, including extremely low approaches.
More complete briefings were transmitted in the 2nd Austrian event, making Dialogues I & II, of
summer 2013, a complete set, and successful effort.
Some of the participants, in later fine tuning, feel continued connection to what they saw, and the
Intelligence related to them, as well as the resulting ever incoming growing number of UFO
sighting reports.
SETTING
An international group from diverse backgrounds and diverse experiences, gathered in the Austrian
region of Silbertal (the “silver valley”, known for its silver mines, not too far away from Tirol) —
some with UFO experiences, others with maybe’s, others with no UFO sightings at all, and others
with other kind of experiences and backgrounds.
During one of the night “Field Work” sessions, there were “jumping” Unidentified Flying Objects,
“pulse-flashers”, “power-ups”, and all these near to the full moon high in the sky, and other
sightings, and experiences.
One of the UFOs went right next to the full moon as its silver sphere hang over the silver valley. Yet
this “pulse-flasher” maintained a magnitude of brightness that enabled it to be seen just besides
the full moon, at the end of its travelling trajectory, after it just appeared out of empty space at the
beginning of its trajectory path.
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This UFO’s pulse flashes being brighter than the moonlight, with a coherent, laser-like, light, very
clearly distinguished — a clear light that also goes deeper into the personal psyche than normal
light, when one is in its beam.
WEEKS BEFORE DIALOGUES II — PARTICIPANTS STARTED HAVING SIGHTINGS
Weeks before the Dialogues began, there were UFO sightings in the Silbertal valley. Around one
week before the event, one of the carpenters of the seminar house in which Dialogues II took
place, Helmut Ganal, witnessed an Unknown Flying Object go off east along the valley in an
anomalous manner. It made large zig zag movements in its course and pathway trajectory path out
of the valley, as it travelled along silently, without any discernible audible sound, and could only
be compared to an object of the same anomalous character that was seen two years before by Mr
Ganal.
Members of this Dialogues with the Cosmos had UFO sightings 3 weeks before the event, and
some also after. In fact sightings continue to come in successfully, from these “unity units” of this
civilian operation.
However, one participant, Margot Heim, was at the event partly due to having a very clear UFO
sighting in May this year. Now following the Dialogues protocols and sightings, her sightings are
continuing, as she also brought her brother to see the Unknown “Flying” Others.
Chemist/alchemist, Hans Peter Diehl (Bochum University), who was translating Ananda Bosman’s
briefing from English into German during this event, had a personal UFO “pulse flasher” 9 days
before the event, that he felt went deeply into his being.
“HP” Diehl had seen UFOs before in Norway, in August 2002, when in a dawn lit sky a golden
UFO appeared moving towards him and pulse flashed a scientist standing between Ananda and
Hans Peter. A UFO whose pulse flash was aimed at the scientist who had his own experience as a
result, as his body shuddered from the aimed pulse flash.
This time Hans Peter Diehl (HP), experienced his own aimed pulse flash, as he testified to during
this Dialogue with the Cosmos II.
Mr. Sur., who had been in the Swiss Alps Dialogues I, had a wealth of UFO sightings following this
1st operation, in-between Dialogues I & II, and that for him came, almost, “too close”, he testified
to the Dialogue II group in Austria.
Amidst the overwhelming amount of sightings that appeared in Mr Sur.’s life as a consequence of
the Swiss Cosmic Dialogue, was one of the more personal, for him, UFO sightings — a very close
pulse flasher on his birthday, on August 15th, as soon as he came outside the house to Skywatch
and Dialogue. The UFO was VERY low down and gave him 5 powerfully bright pulse flashes —
this was in the region where he was living.
Mr. Sur. even took the opportunity to show his mother the Unknown Flying Objects of the Other,
when she suggested watching a meteor shower on August 13th. He then told her that there were
other things to see in the sky, and proceeded to show her the various categories of UFOs, like
pulse flashers etc.
The mother initially open, started to point out the UFOs herself as the night commenced, and they
continued their Dialogue as they had been doing en masse to Mr. Sur. The next day, however, the
“penny dropped” for Mr. Sur.’s mother! She asked, “do you really think those are UFOs?” She said.
When Mr. Sur. responded in the affirmative, she went white in the face with as the implications
dawned on her.
This author had demonstrations of new types of interfacings in the sightings, or rather was shown
more distinguished forms of the kinds of sighting types that would unfold as dialogue syntax
interfaces, including on August 1st, the Swiss Confederation founding day (in resonance to the 1st
Dialogue taking place in Switzerland).
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On the same date Erika Marzani, a civilian unity unit of Dialogues I, was having similar sightings
to Ananda, with similar demonstrations (these will be reported in Dialogues with the Cosmos
Report III).
And in Nuremberg, Boris Schwartz (who later attended Dialogues II), on August 1st and August 2nd,
had some interesting sightings as well. Going from 15 in number to 50, in just some hours, he
related by email in an excited state as the sightings were commencing (transmitting the important
155 astro code, by the combination of 15-50. A precise astronomical code that Ananda detailed in
the briefing 3 weeks later, a coincidence that was in a large consequent margin of high
improbability, like 10 million to 1).
Boris described spheres in the sky passing over Nuremberg, and during the night spheres that were
laser flashing beams to each other horizontally.
He did manage to capture some photographs. But some of these have been identified as known
objects. Also a city, rather than a high altitude, remote site, also contains many “noise” making
factors of human origin. Non the less some of the sightings Boris Schwartz testified to the
Dialogues II group, appear to be of an anomalous nature, AND they were on the SAME day that
Ananda, Erika Marzani, and Mr. Sur., were having sightings.
As on the same day Ananda had some of his major demonstrations (as described in a report in
writing “Dialogues with the Cosmos III,” which will also describe Boris, Erika’s, and Ananda’s
sightings, including those of August 1st).
Both Patrick Zudrell and co-organiser Helmut Zudrell had sightings shortly before the event, or
related to the event, in the weeks before. Helmut had several UFO sightings in fact. One on the
17th of August, which was a very bright “power-up” and “pulse flasher” combo, low in the Silbertal
valley, and shortly before the event, detailed in Report 3.
Also together two weeks before the event at around 3AM, scouting the second site of the Dialogue
II “Field Work”, where our UFO sightings would concentrate — they both observed a “Pulse
Flasher” going in the direction of south-east, with the typical irregular pulses of laser-like directed
light, unlike anything else.
As this author was given this data before the event, from this team unit, this was also utilised as
being a further clue, or “Cosmic Intel”, that this would be the site for sightings. Which it truly
became.
UFO SIGHTINGS CONTINUE FOR UNITY UNITS AFTER DIALOGUES II
UFO sightings continue incoming from some of the unity units of this Dialogues II group, and in
Silbertal just after the event.
One pulse flasher UFO sighting occurred for Dr. Carlo Oetheimer, professor in geomorphology,
just several days after the event, when staying at the Zudrell Kristberg mountain hut elevated at
1,440 metres altitude. When the others came, including Ananda Bosman, it no longer was there,
however. So this was a solo visit vista.
Dr. Oetheimer, witnessed the personal significance of the “pulse flasher” UFO in the Summer of
2012, when with Ananda in France — his 1st UFO sighting in knowing the author since 2006,
which had a deeply personal effect.
In Silbertal, one week to the day of the Dialogues II sightings, Simone Waser (lawyer and this
authors partner), Ananda Bosman, Malis and Helmut Zudrell, had a display of numerous UFOs at
the Zudrell’s Kristberg mountain hut, some 1,440 metres overlooking Silbertal (details in Report 3);
which included several kinds, including those with highly curved trajectories.
Ananda Bosman, upon return to Norway with Simone Waser, had further sightings on the 5th of
September, which included a pulse-flasher on an arced trajectory, and a “pulsing heart-like” UFO
making a “J” trajectory (see Dialogues with the Cosmos Report 3), on the same day that they linked
the Norwegian Alps, the Jotunehiemen (“doorway to the planetary worlds of Asgard” in the Norse
Eddas) — to Silbertal and the Simplon Pass in the Swiss Alps of Dialogues II & I.
Then, on that same date, and at precisely the SAME time, Margot Heim, had a clear UFO pulse
flasher, which she could present and introduce to her brother. Countries apart, this was the same
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time Ananda was seeing not a pulse flasher but the pulsing-heart UFO on the “J” trajectory curve
path.
VALUE OF THE VACUUM
Not to be overlooked, this 2nd Dialogue with the Cosmos of 2013, was also the 1st, where on the
1st night, there was virtually NO phenomenon AT ALL!
As a result, and by the apparent choice of the “Other”, this can be used as a measure of contrast to
the other Dialogue’s night UFO sightings continuum.
Dialogues I, also occurred during the full moon, which did not, however, reach its full Zenith
height in the sky, in the July event, like it did in this August full moon event.
This vacuity of the UFO on this one occasion will not be swept under the rug, so to speak, and will
be examined.
Not only is it of value, it is important to further groups, because, there are simply times, when the
Other side of the dialoguers choose not to appear.
UFOS MEDIATING DIALOGUES
In between Dialogues I and Dialogues II members of the 1st Dialogues with the Cosmos, including
Ananda Bosman, had some superb sightings. Including objects that we term “jumpers, and even
“time jumpers”, appearing to jump when one focusses on them, “mind melding” along with the
focussed protocols.
Appearing, at times, as if “time travelling”, like in the 1st Dialogue. Sometimes jumping forwards,
way ahead of its trajectory, or side-ways, in zig-zag form, or on a completely new pathway of
passage.
As well as the UFOs using other colours, than the typical white, white-gold, gold, or orange, that
are usual.
Precisely these same colour changes occurred in the sightings of Erika Marzani, a unity unit team
member from Dialogues I, in Milano, Italy. Erika’s sightings occurred around the same date as this
authors demonstrations of identical phenomenon, occurring in Norway.
These will also be reported as adjacent to both Dialogues in Report 3, in documentary fashion
(some of these sightings were already sent out to some Dialogue “Unity Units” in early August, in a
more rudimentary form).
CIVILIAN DATA BANK NOTE: For the benefit of the civilian public record, a shortened bare-bones
version of these reports (Dialogues I & II), with the relevant facts around the sightings, and
numeration to each of the specific sighting events (with time line), will be given to each
participant/witness, to sign, and select which numerated sightings they participated in — in
gathering a European Civilian Body of Documentary Evidence.
Encouraging quality of detail and objective data in these efforts.
Further reports from Dialoguers, or “Unity Units”, continue to come in, and will be filled in the
format of documentary evidence.
This is vital for the quality assessment of this European Civilian Effort, along with other similar
efforts around the world, following quality documentary protocols.
GOING DEEPER — A DAM & STAR GATES & STELLAR CARTOGRAPHY AMIDST THE VOID
In the balance of things, interestingly on the 1st night of Dialogues II, there were absolutely NO
significant sightings. The door appeared to be almost completely closed!
Some people, perhaps less acquainted with the sky, or trying to test the author, tried quite hard to
see UFOs from stars, due to atmospheric moisture. Being momentarily convinced stars were
leaving trail-like patterns — but they were known constellation stars, easy to get acquainted to.
Atmospheric phenomenon is important to get familiar with, as well as learning the basic
astronomical alphabet of the basic constellations, which will be used as one’s objective backset, as
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one’s Cosmic Dialogue skills increase, and quality sightings are distilled from the 95% noise of the
backset of the known world and universe.
Even with hours under the stars, apart from a few meteorites and shooting stars and aeroplanes on
commercial flight paths, and the most complete gathering of the entire group intently stargazing,
in their most enthusiastic and open-minded state, this night was virtually a zero point :-)
The author along with others, scanning this high altitude sky with strong binoculars with night
vision, that could see the deeper space stars, also did not turn up a single anomalous moving
object, nor even a satellite!
The sightings came to only some of the group who chose to travel up to another mountain, the
following night. Where several significant UFO demonstrations did, indeed, Dialogue with those
who were not put off by the silence of the first night, or for other reasons.
This is in stark contrast to Dialogues with the Cosmos I, which began with continuous sightings of
UFO-like observations including EXTREMELY close approaches, and occurring over TWO
consecutive nights. Leaving the impression on some of the participants that this is the “normal”
“standard”, once the Cosmic Dialogues are engaged. This is not always the case, however.
Such an open-ended beginning in the 1st Dialogue, was a heavenward initiated impulse to a true
beginning for such a European civilian operation for mankind engaging midway the dialogue with
the cosmic Other engaging our planet, at this time.
However, in this Dialogue II, satellite tracking software/astronomical softwares were used onsite, in
a real time sky and which moved according to the accurate cardinal placements of celestial
objects like the moon, constellations, or planets like Jupiter.
Where each of the UFOs seen had absolutely NO visual magnitude satellite, or satellite, in the
software data base at that time and longitude and latitude. This is an important progression for the
Dialogues with the Cosmos. As will be seen in this report log.
Dialogues I, has to back track the time line according to the film recordings, and the reading of the
time during the sightings, and then cross compare with the satellite data base. This is a lengthy
process, as there were so many sightings.
The work done so far on the most significant Dialogue I UFO sightings, which wre immediately
time-lined, has been rather remarkably consistently, showing no accountable satellites for some of
the most overt and com-memorable UFOs sightings amidst a vast number of sightings. Such as
“Athena’s” ship on the 1st and 2nd night of Dialogues I, and “H’Aton’s” “time-jumper” ship, which
have no satellites remotely near to their space and time and direction of appearances.
Also non visual magnitude satellites, that are commonly thought not to be visible with the naked
eye, were not even remotely near the area of space; the cardinal trajectory through the given
constellation; and at that accurately recorded time phase of its passage, nor to either side of its
timeline (minutes before, or minutes after).
Of course, the very close approaches that also occurred in Dialogues I, are in a league of their
own.
However, a smaller number of the group witnessed these.
There are also cross-comparison cases from the group, which fall into the category of 90-95%
misidentified objects — which come under unusual circumstances, with such synchronicity, as if
the Other is guiding the lessons in discernment, thereby. This is explored in report 3, as the
phenomenon of “controlled increased meaningful synchronicity” is a common “side-effect” to the
UFO phenomenon, and should be data based. As the record may reveal this to be one parameter
central in the semantical grammar of the Other’s Interfacing Dialoguing Operating System (OS).
Whilst this author has had over 28 years of experience in summoning UFOs, years before the term
Close Encounters of the 5th Kind was coined, that have included landings, entity sightings, massive
motherships seen in the company of a variety of credible witnesses — he is amidst the middle of
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unfoldment of consciously engaged cosmic contact starting in the 1950s, and now fountaining to
thousands of pioneering human beings amidst an Awakening Mankind.
As we appear to be in a time where all awakening human beings can have true cosmic dialogues
in the via media form of the UFO Intelligence (explored in greater detail in report 3).
DIALOGUES WITH THE COSMOS II
UFO SIGHTINGS LOG
Following an evening of multimedia briefings on the basic protocols, the DC-II group headed for
the mountains not of Silbertal, but of the upper Montafon, the famous Ski region of the Austrian
Alps, just before midnight, in a convoy of cars.
This Thursday going into Friday morning session of the 22-23rd August convoy, had to travel the
long winding alpine roads from the valley to the heights, at the Silvretta Dam.
The group assembled at 2,200 metres high, at the top end of the long winding Alpine roads of the
Silvretta pass, by the bridge of the Silvretta Dam, which makes the electricity for the entire valley.
With an alpine temperature of 8 degrees, an alpine wind, position not too far from the Oxen
glacier, and most of the group properly clothed and suit fitted for Skywatching — and the full
moon at a high position in the sky, with a slight overcast layer blocking the deeper space stars from
visibility despite the high altitude. The group was enthusiastic, open-minded, and ready.
1 (!?). At the beginning, as the group was at the end of assembling in comfortable position, on a
piece of land right next to the Silvretta Dam bridge, Judy Hall, a long time friend of the author as
well as to his mother, since 1990, and who had never seen UFOs before, noticed several pulse
flashes through the clouds in the far west valley sky.
Ananda pointed these out when he saw them to the rest of the group with laser pointer beam.
The very high trajectory of each sequential pulse flash was progressively moving towards the group
(non regular pulse-flashes, quite distinct to those of classical airliners and military planes, as those
well familiar with the phenomenon well know, and as is exampled in literally thousands of night
vision movies from groups the world over).
This one, rather unspectacular. But after about 7-8 pulse flashes, no more came, this regardless of
the intense skyward searching by the entire group, and the trajectory approaching pathway of each
pulse flash.
After Judy had shown Ananda, and then by the time Ananda could laser point for others to see,
perhaps some 3-4 more flashes were seen by members of the group.
This MAY be the only genuine unknown of day 1. And in context to other data and sightings, is
assigned the number 1 (!?)., as the first possible sighting, along with the remaining 7 other clear
UFO sightings.
Knowing the phenomenon well, and Judy Hall came to see a very close pulse flasher and
“jumper” at the end of the following night, with Ananda, around the same time that numerous
members of the group also saw a “pulse flasher” and a “jumper” that changed direction, with the
full moon at its highest — this high up pulse flasher, was probably of the kind of phenomena that
we are engaging.
This 1st object 1st seen by Judy, then Ananda, and some members of the group (those who agreed
to have seen it, are on the audio log), does follow the characteristics of a classic UFO “pulse
flasher” (as Ananda Bosman calls this form of UFO) — and in Skywatching sessions that the author
has been initiating since 1985, they CAN begin very high up, and come lower as the observer
interacts its “observational field” with that of the UFO, allowing, by cosmic decree, the UFO
Intelligences to come closer and lower in their interactions, via the observational field interfacing,
and other related factors.
However, when one has not seen this “pulse-flash” UFO type before, it will seem rather
undramatic at the height it appeared, which also appeared amidst a low density cloud layer, and
can be easily discounted by most.
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Presently, the author has not been given the audio recordings of the timeline for this pulse flasher,
so no complete analysis could be made.
It obviously can be discounted to be an airplane partially obscured at intervals by the clouds, so as
to give an appearance somewhat reminiscent of a pulse-flasher, whilst at some distance.
However, since it completely disappeared and its pathway was directly towards the group where
the sky was clearer, and above the group also clearer, and then onwards into the eastern valley,
which had clearer skies, and nothing more came, by an intensely looking group, the airplane
theory gets week, at this point.
At least it remains rather improbable to be accounted for by an airplane, being at this 2,200 metres
altitude site of the group. It simply vanished. Those who have seen the “pulse-flashers”, who did
see this one, can recognise a similarity, despite its height).
One astronomical software on the iPhone that shows the major sky satellites was also used on site,
belonging to Petra Dagenheart, and which did not show any visual magnitude satellites in that
direction at that time (the precision of this must be ascertained from the audio recordings,
however).
It should also be noted that some members of the group, unfamiliar with the UFO-like
phenomenon, like “power-ups” (jargon of ECETI), or “pulse flashers” (Ananda Bosman), or
“Jumpers” (Dialogues), due to the atmospheric disturbance and moister in the sky, thought they
witnessed UFOs, which were actually known stars appearing to move (of course they do, slowly,
as the Earth rotates), due to the atmospheric disturbance. So this was good basic training for all
new Dialoguers.
It was also heartening to see how well acquainted the group was with the familiar airplane flash,
and its consistent trajectory, remaining on its path flight line, until it was too far away to be seen.
Chemist and student in alchemy, Hans Peter Diehl, who saw a UFO before the event, and with
Ananda, at one point did report a red object moving very fast. The object was in the northern
hemisphere, in fact directly north, and travelling in a direction of west to east. He has this on his
audio record log.
No one else of the group witnessed this object, however, so it is just there for the record, in this 1st
rudimentary report released through the Grail Ring and Dialogues’ Unity Units email list, and
Facebook.
The Dialogues with the Cosmos webpage, will have the complete report, with precise timelines.
Furthermore, it MAY be noted for future efforts, that a site that is by an electricity generating DAM,
may be an “anti-star-gate” zone!
An electrical water dam is a blockade of energy that is being extracted by the pressure of the
blockade of high mountain waters (rich in all the alpine elements, including those of the rare earth
elements, and nuclear deformed orbitally re-arranged monatomic elements, in cooper-paired
configurations, coming from the glaciers. The possible objective significance of these elements, in
regards to the, so called, “star-gates”, is explored in Report 3, and in our 2003 “SION DOME”
paper of this Swiss Alpine “Star Gate” and glacier region).
Some of the 1st rudimentary protocols were applied, enforce, at this zone (which usually results
with a response to a sincere protocol being engaged by sincere individuals); and from at least
some of the group’s description of their own experience of the energy of the place, being “felt” as
rather flat to some, despite the spectacular setting (also causing the onset of bodily cold from the
Dam waters coupled with the alpine wind, and exhaustion, as most of the group had travelled far
that day or the day before, which was also the case for some members of Dialogues I, in balance,
however).
This combination together with the virtually “no show” of the UFO, or Other side of the Dialogue,
resulted in some members of the group choosing not to go up to the next high mountain site the
following night, and thus missing out on the sightings, and interacting with the palpable presence.
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The fact that it is a Dam that generates enormous amounts of electricity…. makes us note, that
future Dialogues with the Cosmos, by any Unity Units, or other Starwatching group efforts of
similar civilian service — may have to consider the too near proximity of an electrical Dam in
their Dialogue site.
In contrast to this, the authors 1972, 1986, and 1992 UFO sightings, including with others,
interactions, and contacts by the Swiss Glacier of Ferpeckle, where an electricity generating dam is
positioned not too far off from the sites of some of my UFO sightings/interactions, does give a
juxtaposed reflex to this notion.
There are very probably other factors at hand, and the Other is a co-participant choosing to
participate in the Field Work, or not, for the reasons they choose.
This author has had many a night, including in July 2008, out all night with no remarkable
phenomenon, despite protocols being used. And the following night a continuum of sightings, and
in this case a complete ETI-RV/VR “download” on “exo-sexology”, occurred. Ending with this
author filming one of the plasma-holographic living ships amidst the bright blue Norwegian
morning sky, on a Sonny photo camera, that had a film mode.
There are simply times, when the Other chooses, to not show.
Never the less an intense and sincere invocation protocol was applied by the largest gathering of
this group, addressed to the Cosmic Intelligences, on behalf of mankind.
Whilst numerous Dialogue unit units continue to see UFOs, there are at least a few, who did not
see any of the UFOs, due to not going up the 2nd night, but who continue their utmost to
Dialogue: “I have not given up yet,” one long time friend and unity unit reported.
The August 23rd Keynote Briefings were well transmitted.
Whilst Dialogues I had little time or space to properly present the hundreds of Keynote animated
slides on the detailed levels of protocols on the subject — Dialogues II, which was 3 and half days,
did manage to show, around 65% of this Briefing Material on the protocols.
This makes these Twin Alpine Dialogues with the Cosmos a complete twain.
———PART TWO———
THE SILVER VALLEY DOME — ANOTHER PRESENCE & UFOS AMIDST THE SILVER MOON
OVER THE SILVER VALLEY & THE CASSIOPEIA LYNCH PIN
Following another day of briefings in the Silver Valley, the night sky was inviting, and a convoy of
the group headed up for the mountains, to arrive at the high mountain site of the Obere Wiese,
above Silbertal, well after midnight, into the early hours of the 24th of August. Resulting in some
good UFO sightings, including the “time jumper” and “direction changing” kinds.
This site had been selected as the 2nd prime candidate based on the UFO sighting there during a
scouting of this area, by Helmut and Patrick Zudrell, at around 3AM, two weeks earlier.
Furthermore, it was truly a site that overlooked the Silver Valley of Silbertal. And it was this region
we had been assigned to work with.
Due to the rough nature of the passage to this high mountain site, and due to the experience of the
night before, or for health and other reasons, some people chose not to go up to this Obere Wiese
site for “Field Work”.
However, this also resulted in other Input data relevant to the ongoing unfoldment and detailed
Interaction Criteria of Dialogues with the Cosmos, to emerge, and be catalogued in this civilian
Archive of Cosmic Contact.
The author went up amidst two scout cars, packed full with people to the maximum. These two
scout vehicles having been granted local council permission to use a hunters rough mountain offroad track to gain access to the site, not far from the Bartholomew Berg.
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Another part of the convoy, who did not have the permit, had to go another route by car and walk
for two hours to get to the same site, 1,800 metres up, over the Silver Valley.
With the two permit car groups walking in strong moonlight, taking a 30 minute mountain path
route, we could arrive to the site and begin Field Work, once equilibrium had been gained.
Most of this group immediately “FELT” a STRONG PRESENCE and beautiful energy at this site. Of
which some started to engage “Operation Mountain Light” protocols spontaneously as if guided,
which includes those movements of “Unitegrity” (taught in 1997 and 1999 by Ananda), and other
PHIne tuning exercises, some of which are similar to Tai Chi, and Chi Kung. And unification of
macro-sized power objects with other objects, and blending of the elements, on different ratios of
scale, to engage what the author Remote Viewed, as the “Silvertal Dome”.
The moon was high in the sky, and very bright, with the “felt” presence of the Other, “joining in
symbiosis” with the Chi-like movements of the body. Where the body is directed by coherent
“Aether-like” energy (akin to Chi/Ki, Prana, Aether etc) — specific hand-finger positions and arm
body movements proceeded to engage the “Silbertal Dome”.
This Silver Dome-like field was experienced by the author (and I believe also by Hans Peter
Deahl), and brought out even more by the silver moon light.
Later, Helmut Zudrell, the co-organiser of the event, would relay his years of working on precisely
this “Dome” with Vortexijah (8Hz whole body phase conjugation of all 8 opposites), techniques.
And unifying the very SAME mountains Ananda and others were being moved to unify. This was
unknown to this author, before it was sensed this morning of the 24th.
In checking later with the other members of the Zudrell family, they confirmed Helmut’s years of
work on those mountains, and their own experiences of the “Dome”, or things related to
something similar.
This author has experienced this “dome” phenomenon, in other “star-gate” zones. One set of
papers, called, “The SION Dome”, goes into great detail, including analysis of the elements of the
periodic table found at that site, where this author had multiple UFO contacts.
In the Dialogue briefings, we presented NASA photographs of some of these star-grid strings that
go into space linking to the planets and the moon, from the surface of Earth. Just as our 1980’s
“Emmanuel” & “Galactic Council” recorded communications describe (published on the public
record first in 1987, and in book form in 1992. Long before the discovery of these “space
elevators” in NASA photography).
A Dome such as this, can be likened to a portal in time and space: intraterrestrial; surfaceelemental-geological; atmosphere-sky; space and Aether; unified by the Aether-Beams of the
UFOs: Unified Field Objects.
From this authors experience, summarised in the later section: “The Silbertal Dome of the Silver
Valley” of this report, there may be indicators that beneath the Ubber Weise region, and other
regions linked to the Dome, there could be a functional “trans-dimensional” holographic base. The
details of this are explored in the above mentioned section, coming, that explores more “far-out”
territories.
CLOUD BUSTING & UFO WEATHER ENGINEERING
As our Operation Mountain Light and Elemental Fusion, “Field Work”, commenced in natural
accord, by spontaneous-intuitive link-up, Hans Peter Diehl, together with Ananda, experienced the
sensation of the known phenomenon of “cloud busting.”
Cloud busting exercises which engage the frontal amygdala re-routing of emotional/somatic
energy (which is a blissful-unified coherent processing of the same input CNS information that is
normally routed through the rare amygdala as our default pathway, and normally processed as
“stress” and become “stress packets”), and one visually, with WILL, makes a hole in a cloud,
where the observer is focussing their intent.
The Aether and Chi flow and flux, the “Presence of the Other”, with the Dome, amplified the
“cloud busting” abilities, on behalf of the group.
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In this case, our arms and whole body, moving with the coherent energy, were sensed to be acting
like heart-will laser amplifiers that cloud busted the sky above — maintaining a clearing above the
site, as the dense cloud banks warped to either side.
When focussing on other “Field Work”, and the sky became overcast, and the rest of the group had
not yet arrived to the site by foot, Ananda and Hans Peter and others, again engaged in
spontaneous “cloud busting” or related Silbertal Dome work that was moving through them, with
the presence of the Other — resulted minutes after in a clear sky largely only above the site.
Whilst the above experience will boarder on the credibility of possibility fence for some, we
simply must include these for the record, as I believe such experiences will continue to emerge
from future Dialogues with the Cosmos made by this author or by other Unity Units engaging the
Dialogues protocols, and from other civilian Skywatching groups.
In Dialogues I, the group went up to the Swiss Alp site in the deep hard rain of a thunder storm.
Even when this author left the car, and approached the site for the “Field Work”, he was under
umbrella in the rain. Only after 1st protocols, and all the group were ready, did the sky clear.
On that occasion the Other side of the Dialoguer’s, the “UFO ‘Other’”, appeared to engage the
cloud busting for the rest of the night until dawn, as a form of “UFO Weather Engineering”, much
as the Unified Field Object’s synthesise the space-time vector-matrix of the fabric of our
holographic reality (as the Other, relays it via unusual manners in gaining information, or a
“source line” translation from the UFO, in “ETI-OS-NU” transmissions).
THE PRE-SENCE OF THE ‘OTHER’ CO-JOINING
During this spontaneously instigated Field Work “Operation Mountain Light”, “Unitegrity”, and
“cloud busting” time, absolutely no visual UFOs and related unusual phenomenon appeared.
Not even satellites (the “Integral” satellite was shown in astronomical applications of the iPad to be
just above us, but, like most times, it was unobservable with the naked eye) — seemingly just as
the night before, where also not even a single satellite was seen by the Silvretta Dam. Which can
be a little unusual when hours are spent stretching the neck muscles looking up, at an altitude of
2,200 metres!
However, there was a strong palpable feeling of the “presence of the Other”, as noted. They were
there in other manners that were deep, and close in proximity.
This author is very familiar with this, during many adventures with the UFOs, such as in the case
of going inside a UFO with another witness in early 1989.
THE POWER OF THE ALL-ONE MACRO VERBALLY ADDRESSED
There seemed to be an underlying soft skepticism to the group, like the personal (“I am not
worthy”), and social (“there is nothing out there”), that was more prevalent than in the first
Dialogue. However, in balance, there were numerous civilians in Dialogues II who have had clear
UFO sightings, and there were some civilians in Dialogues I that had not had any.
Minutes before the rest of the group arrived, and sensing this personal soft-skeptical field, Ananda
decided to use truly sincere coherent intent, commonly called: “the Power of Prayer”.
There have been numerous science studies documenting the effectiveness of prayer on specific
targets, with significant outcomes. These have been repeated studies, and some are double blind.
The data acquired by the rigorous scientific methodology, demonstrates an effect on space and
time, by the sheer sincere power of prayer.
Which coupled to the REG: Random Number Generator effects of focussed intent and will on the
outcome of numbers, studies engaged by Dr. Jahn (NASA, US Defence Department, Princeton
University), tests repeated over generations, and similar empirical research studies — indicate their
necessity amidst the protocols of consciously engaging UFO sightings, that some have come to
call CE-5 (we explore this further in Report 3).
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So, Ananda, prayed REALLY REALLY REALLY HARD, on behalf of larger mankind, that at least 3
“Star Ships” of SOME kind would show themselves for this group, in this MIDWAY civilian effort,
on behalf of mankind.
THE DIALOGUING UFOS OVER SILBERTAL — IGNITION WITH SONG
The remaining members of this group arrived, rested from the intense steep mountain walk in the
moonlight, and then assembled.
We engaged the protocols, and then followed by “Unity Pulse Breathing” techniques. Then rolled
into a powerful session of Rg Veda mantras.
Although not utilised in Dialogues I, the Rg Veda is often to be used in the Dialogues (as we have
used it in other working sessions for many years), as it is the oldest manuscript of mankind. With
remnants found at the now estimated 12,000 year old agrarian culture archeological sites along
the dried up Sarasvati river bed in Pakistan, where some hymns of the Rg Veda are found intact in
pictographic form.
The Rg Veda is said, and itself states in its Anukramanis appendices (ascribing its authors to each of
its hymns) — to be authored by the “star gods” and ultraterrestrials, themselves, no less, and to not
be authored by humans. Although human-based “contactees” with the “star-gods” and
“ultraterrestrial” sages, are also included in experiencing and seeing the Rg Veda.
The precise ultraterrestrial “star god” families scribing hymns of each of its 10 books, are given in
detail. One of the oldest family is the root of our angels, the Angirasas.
Apart from being power sound lasers, the Rg Veda mantras also hold holographic nuance, and
primordial genetic mathematical syntax, in their potency. There are hymns that directly invoke the
manifestation of the “star cars” of the “star gods”, and the syntax of creation:
“The Vedic mantras are in the un-decaying remotest sky, where all the space gods reside. One who does not
know this, what will he do with Vedic mantras? One who knows that, the space gods stay with him.”
—Rg Veda 1.164.39

Also sacred mantras from Egypt, the Buddhists, and the Christian and Hermetic Gnostics, were
used. Amidst our resounding circle, the UFOs emerge.
From the notes written directly after the nights sightings:
24th August, Obere Wiese, Silbertal — THE UFOS BEGIN
It took quite some time for anything to appear. But there was a presence there. Lots of energy work
first, and clear guidance that way.
With each of the sightings, the group reads the actual time. The actual time was also checked on
iPad’s and iPhones, which are synchronised to realtime.
The 1st sighting occurred during the mantra session:
2. 3.05AM
PtahKha mantra (Egyptian power mantra and key sound code activator to the “hidden records” in
certain tombs, meaning “Star Car/House of Ptah”), made by the group circle.
At 3.05Am, Patrick Zudrell, Malis Zudrell, and Helmut Zudrell (the co-organisers of the event, and
guardians of the “Silver Valley Dome” for many years it later became apparent), see a UFO “pulseflasher”, engaging the irregular laser-like pulse flashes, and an object moving from where each of
the pulse flashes came.
It appeared by the Constellation of Cassiopeia, and over the group. The group was deeply raptured
in the mantric energetic momentum and the effects instilled by this mantra on the surrounding
environment, and were not disturbed by the Zudrell’s. More details pending.
3. 3.20AM
The mantra session closed. Ananda prayed hard, along with others. And the group was about to
go, when somethings happened. A handful of people, had a visual, including:
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JCL (Jean Claude, Geneva),
Margot Heim
Hans Peter Deahl
Patrick Zudrell,
Helmut Zudrell,
Malis Zudrell, and
Judy Hall
At 3.20AM, they saw an object appear fully “powered-up” and bright, cross by the Andromeda
Constellation, under Cassiopeia, from north-east, going towards the Moon in the South.
Moving quite fast, it became rapidly dimmer, before fading out. Or “cloaked”, by the time Ananda
was pointed to it, with his hand holding the laser beam of the laser pointer, and Patrick moving his
arm.
In a discussion between JCL, Patrick and others of the group who witnessed it, it was agreed upon
that the duration of the object was at the very least 8 seconds long.
JCL had initially stated 5 seconds, when the group was fine tuning this report in common mutual
agreement. But Patrick immediately objected and stated at least 8 minutes. And the sequence of
time when it was panned out, demonstrated a longer duration.
It had to be at least 8 seconds, and probably more: to have the initial visual contact with the UFO
powered-up, have Patrick exclaim it, then point it out to Malis and Helmut, and then JCL, as Hans
Peter got wind of it and exclaimed his cognition of visual contact, and then get Ananda over a
patch of mountain field to Patrick in the moonlight, without falling over anybody on the ground,
cow dung, or rocks; to then point to the UFO with the laser pointer, Ananda not seeing it, pointing
the laser in the wrong area, until, struggling for a while, Patrick managed to get the laser to show
the precise point of the object.
Ananda, only saw the very last split second of this one. The panning out of this time, makes 8
seconds highly conservative. It was a first for JCL, and he was elated that others had seen it too, he
did not mind to be proven wrong on this one, regarding time. His exclamations of amazement
were far more significant.
Patrick Zudrell first saw and pointed out this Powered-Up UFO.
Going across Andromeda to the Moon, under the constellation of Cassiopeia.
4. 3.26-3.27AM
Some six minutes later, a “pulse flasher” UFO clearly showed itself under the “M-W” shaped
constellation of Cassiopeia, starting nearby the constellation of Cetus.
It made many pulse flashes, at different intervals, different intensities, and different distances in
relation to each other. And some of the pulse-flashes going in deeper than others.
This “pulse flasher” was apparent for over a 1 minute and quite some seconds more.
The UFO also becoming a “jumper”, being observed to take several “jumps” when the object was
visible, so it was at least a “jumper” if not a “time jumper”, most witnesses agree. Seen by:
Petra Degenhart
Margot Heim
Ananda Bosman
Judy Hall (?)
Helmut Zudrell,
Patrick Zudrell, and
Malis Zudrell,
JCL
Hans Peter Diehl, and
Others
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Significantly, the end of its trajectory path, before disappearing completely and not reappearing
was right next to the full moon hanging high and directly over the Silver Valley.
This UFO also made its last laser-like “pulse flashes” very close to the full moon, at the end of its
trajectory course.*
—————
*NOTE: The author has witnessed “Athena’s” UFO over the Svindal lake of south Norway, arriving
at the harbour right in front of his house, when living there, together with his mother, and Martina
Kima Gottschalk (who both have testified to this event. Both feeling as if they were looking back
out of the love-consciousness that the craft was experienced as. Now extremely near to them, and
the sky still blue with some colourful hues of the twilight also in apparent, that September 23rd,
1993 — suddenly the ship, pulse flashed, and was gone. Or rather had now jumped into a
meadow far away on the left, amidst a forest and was dancing around there. We have many
numerous sightings of a final pulse-flash and warping out. Also in Dialogues I).
Hence, this UFO’s magnitude was brighter than the full moon hanging high, and its pulse flashed
lasers were of a coherent light, of quite some greater magnitude than the high bright silver-white
full moon light.
Ananda Bosman checking with the Apple iPad “Starwalk” application during some of the duration
of the sighting (latest version with its full satellite data base upto date) — no satellites on
“Starwalk” satellite data base correlated with the moving UFO pulse flasher. Neither in the visible
magnitude, nor in non visible to the non-aided eye range. The moon and constellations DID,
however, correlate perfectly. There was no mistaking, the software was tracking the correct
coordinates.
This program uses the compass inbuilt in the Apple iPad and the longitude and latitude of one’s
actual position, as well as the actual time, to move the stars accurately in real time, so that the
screen moves according to the stars above, as one moves the iPad that way.
So as one turns the iPad to the moon, on the screen one will see the moon in the actual position it
is in the sky, or accurately chartering a constellation like Cassiopeia.
All of the classic satellites are in Starwalk’s data base (a lot of those are not visible with the naked
eye, even if one has a crystal clear sky where one see’s the Milky Way, like in Norway, it is near
impossible to see them without the aid of a telescope, even binocular do not show these kind of
satellites, of which there are enormous amounts) — as well as visible magnitude satellites and
other objects like the ISS Space Station, (which is visible with the naked eye, even, at times during
the day, and can move faster than many satellites).
There was absolutely no object that could in any remotest sense account for what we were seeing
with this pulse-flasher jumper UFO variety, also in a variety of magnitudes of brightness, to the
object itself, or the environmental context in which it appeared, as well as to the nature of the
brightness of the pulse flashes themselves.
Checking with the “Redshift” application satellite data base (latest version, all satellites loaded),
also no visual magnitude satellite crossing the sky at that time and that position (the Redshift
application does not move in realtime like Skywalk, but one can look for additional satellites, and
it can be backset to the exact time of the sighting, with the correct coordinates of the place, time,
and constellation backset, plus the moon etc.).
This object not only pulse flashed, but also made some “jumps” in it’s trajectory — appearing
ahead of where it should be, given the previous speed it was seen at.
Patrick Zudrell described later to the group when fine tuning the initial report of sighting, that he
observed a kind of cloaking phenomenon with this UFO, that there was a “small dark ring around
it before it jumps”.
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Some of the others murmured something in agreement to this, but perhaps slightly at variance as
he describes it (?) — Patrick was amidst the younger side of the group in age, and does have
remarkably good long distance eyesight, at 26 years.
The author has seen this dark “cloaking-like” phenomenon, like the warping of time and space, for
many years, associated with the “jumpers”. This was also evident with the jumper of Dialogues I at
the end of the 1st night. As well as with one object, that simply cloaked itself out of this space and
time fabric.
5. 4.05AM
A fast moving object lower down than the others appears suddenly IN the Cassiopeia
Constellation.
Ananda’s head is turned there to see it suddenly appear there, and then alert the group to the
Cassiopeia area by voice and then by laser.
Judy Hall was one of the earlier ones to see it and exclaimed: “now thats more like it.”
This object, which first appeared/manifested at its brightest, moved along quite fast through the
Cassiopeia constellation (yet MUCH slower when taken relation to that of a meteor), towards the
cardinal north, during which it gradually powers-down its brightness, and then disappears
completely.
This was seen by quite a few people of the group, including
Yohann Oetheimer
Dirk Laubach
Nabor Leubach
Judy Hall
Ananda Bosman
Patrick Zudrell,
Malis Zudrell,
Helmut Zudrell,
Hans Peter Diehl
And others
It’s plane of trajectory was followed, but it did not reappear, even though it was moving towards
the darker north, where the stars were brighter because the moonlight was at a further distance,
and the sky was clear.
In fact, once the UFO sightings started, the night sky remained remarkably clear. The previous
cloud banks, that were “cloud busted” apart, had cleared the area. Several hours later began
torrential rain that lasted for days.
This UFO was lower down than the other objects, more the “normal” proper “height,” although
again the moon was very bright this night, so it may not be an exact science.
In its nature this object did not get brighter and “power-up,” “jump”, or “pulse flash”.
It did came out of nowhere, starting out brightest and lower than the other UFOs, well below the
lunar light gleam, and it did get dimmer, and then disappear.
Having started at its maximum brightness suddenly appearing in the Cassiopeia constellation, as it
moved towards the north, it maintained its brightness and then gradually dimmed down, before
de-manifesting completely.
It did not reappear along its trajectory towards the north, when it should have done if it were a
satellite, as the stars were clearly visible there.
No satellite in the “Starwalk” application could account or correlate to it in realtime. It moved
relatively fast, faster than most satellites and the space station (which at another, non visible, area
of Earth at the time).
Its sudden manifestation in Cassiopeia and “power-down”, and “de-manifestation”, remain the
attributes of interest to this object, coupled to no known match in the satellite data base, so far.
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This ended the Field trip, as the two parties divided and commenced on their journey down.
6. 4.27-4.29AM
Ananda walked ahead of the group to the two scout cars, and Judy Hall followed him rapidly in
the moonlight — whilst the terrain was rough, and the remote wild mountain paths winding, the
full moon guiding perfect footing, along with the “inner light vision”.
Once at the cars, Ananda observed two bright intense pulse flashes lower than any UFO before it,
and alerted Judy to them.
This pulse flasher UFO was an object going from north to west, under the Cassiopeia
Constellation, and crossed Andromeda.
There were around 7-8 pulse flashes, that this object emitted. The UFO object itself was at times
visible as it moved.
This author also discerned several “jumps” made by this Unidentified Flying Object pulse flasher.
Of the 7-8 overall pulse flashes this UFO released, Judy Hall saw around 4-5 of these pulse flashes
— some of which had a distinguished impact on her.
This was the brightest and closest Unidentified “Flying” Object observed, so far.
Judy witnessed most of the trajectory of this pulse flasher UFO, whose passage under Cassiopeia,
crossing the Andromeda constellation, took more than one minute and a half in time.
There were periods were the moving object was also not visible, and could only be discerned
again, when it brightly pulse flashed, sometimes at odds with its estimated trajectory speed.
The “Skywatch” data base had no matching visual magnitude or other satellites in its data base
even remotely near, as the iPad was used during the course of this closest range sighting.
Judy was elated, as she felt an inner contact, its impact, and arousing of her spirit... Ananda was
happy for her, sensing the noted transmission and hadron/Aether coupling, and more :-)
7. 4.26-4.27AM
The other group now taking the 2 hour mountain walk back, also witnessed a spectacular UFO,
which not only pulse flashed, powered-up, but also was a “jumper” and its jumps also changed
the direction of its travelling trajectory. Witnessed by:
Yohann Oetheimer (Anthropology master degree)
Dr. Carlo Oetheimer (professor of Morpho-Geology)
Helmut Zudrell
Anita Aschenbrenner,
JCL (?)
& others.
It was Helmut Zudrell who saw the first UFO’s pulse flash as the object was coming from the
direction of the north. And then followed by the object releasing two bright pulse flashes,
travelling from north to south, at which time other group members already were joining in visual
contact with the sighting after the verbal exclamation of the first pulse-flash.
The UFO then significantly “jumped” to a south-west direction, the group observed (confirmed
when the witnesses were assembled and the details of this report fine tuned), and then Helmut
describes that the UFO may have jumped AND changed direction to a western travelling path!
Yohann Oethheimer, says with the last pulse flash, “when it jumped, that was it. No more. It
disappeared completely.”
It was the lowest down object for all of the group that had seen the previous UFO sightings.
This also was nearby Cassiopeia, and immediately to the left of the “MW” shaped constellation,
the group agreed, when assembled, and fine tuning this report’s details.
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Shortly afterwards, according to the objective measure of the time, Ananda Bosman and Judy Hall,
saw their UFO pulse flasher and jumper also by Cassiopeia, but travelling beneath it, and crossing
Andromeda. Of longer duration, the time record of the iPad demonstrated, going at least two
minutes further ahead in time than the other group’s sighting, which occurred approximately a
minute before (their time records also used the Apple actual time).
This gave a clear conclusion to the sightings, and much of the group was left with an elevated state
of consciousness, as well as an overall pervading sense of well-being, for many members.
The UFO Inebriation effect was very prevalent in Dialogues I, due to the quantity of sightings, and
the close approaches. Especially strong after the 1st night.*
______________________
*NOTE: This author has experienced the “UFO High” brought to the various heights of Ecstasis.
An all night session in England, in June of 1987, with 3 other witnesses, had the strongly
summoned UFOs come lower and lower, with their pulse flashes, joining into one object, or
objects coming out of objects. Also low proximity “green spheres” and “blue spheres” a little like
“fireballs” were observed.
The lower they came, the more love one felt, and the more one “beamed” with the glowing “heart
Sun”.
This author was 17 years of age. It was too much for his mother and her partner, Jeff Sedgwick, at a
certain point they had to turn in to bed, as the UFO energy and approaches got lower and lower
down.
But, Francesca King (then 27), and Ananda continued to engage them, in closer approaches. The
Ecstasis they built up was a high state of psychoactive somatic bliss, bordering on the psychedelic
(no substances were inebriated. At this point the author was such a puritan he did not even drink
coffee or alcohol, and it took years before shamanic medicine would be consumed, with
reluctance, but upon insistence as a tool, by the Other).
Champaign-like inebriation also followed a predicted Christmas day manifestation of “Captain
Rama’s” ship, who had contacted Ananda 5 days earlier, occurring in Denmark, on the main island
that Copenhagen occupies, near a Fjord. The exact time of the manifestation was given to both
Ananda Bosman and, Kai, the then manager of the Sheraton hotel, sitting next to him and in the
“beam”.
The group that went out with Ananda that saw the first pulse flashers, had one woman, Mona,
undergo a whole experience in seconds. Within seconds amidst a pulse flash, she experienced
herself transported on the UFO, and then projected through a holographic screen onto another
planet, and downloading all her memories from other places. And then returning, after a long
voyage, at the end of the pulse flash.
When the rest of the group of psychic, Marina Monk ,came, following her, this author was pointing
out to Marina where the UFO had manifested. As the author pointed, so another pulse flasher
manifested in the precise area being pointed to, in golden pulse flashes of light coming from a
moving object. All this Danish group got to see that Christmass Day sighting of 1989. Afterwards,
all agreed they felt a little drunk, like Champaign, from the energy (this sighting is recorded in our
1992 published book The Light Of Emmanuel).
————————
BEAMS OR RODS OF LIGHT
Researcher, Piet Tummers, amidst the group, did not see any of these UFOs this time, but he saw
“light beams”, or “sheets of light, blitzing” at either side of him. He also saw these on the first
night. It must be emphasised that it is always when Piet is standing, he insists.
Like, Brahma Marina Lugli, in Dialogues I, also saw similar “beams of light” phenomenon, as well
as “light sheets” coming down onto the “Field Work” Dialogues I site, from the sky.
Such “beams and rods of light” are described in the communication contacts following the UFO,
of this author obtained during the 1980s.
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The above 7 sighting entries are based on “summation of day two, notes, made at 6.22AM ,24th
August, 2013, Silbertal”.
~Ananda Bosman
ADDITIONAL ASTRAL/IMAGINATION/DREAM BODY INPUT — 10 Before 3AM
In Dialogues with the Cosmos, the UFO Intelligences’ living computer systems not only operate on
consciousness sensitivity, but also are fully hadronic in all the new planes of the hadronic nuclear
physical fusion planes.
Thereby, the “body of the imagination”, also known as the “dream body” of the Theta brain rhythm
band going to the Alpha brain rhythm band, is considered to be an I.T. (Information Technology)
System, integrally incorporated within the ETI-OS (Operating System).
In classical terms the dream/imagination plane is called the “Subtle Body,” or the “Astral Body” in
the Esoteric traditions.
They are an integral concept in the “3 World Planes” cosmologies of the Rg Veda.
A female prticipant (who does not want to have her name mentioned), who has been working with
Ananda since Time Gate 1996, was one of the persons who did not make it up on the mountain on
the 2nd night, and did not catch either convoy of cars. So she decided to participate on the subtle
plane level.
She was in a half dream state (theta-alpha, the twilight plane of the subtle/imagination body),
neither asleep, nor awake in the usual waking consciousness sense, and this she estimated to be
perhaps around circa 10 minutes before 3AM, quite a close estimated time to the time of the 1st
UFO sighting by the mountainside group.
In this twilight state, she was seeing, with eyes closed, a big whitish glowing UFO, so that the
silver valley was in this glow.
It was a large UFO that filled the Silbertal valley with its glow.
It had a bit more colour than silver, like a melon or apricot colour.
It was moving very smooth, without any sound and without any pulse.
Very directing through the valley.
And then she was going outside and watching that there was a UFO, and realised it was beautiful,
and then that it was gone in the direction west of the valley.
This perfectly reflects our “Operation Mountain Light” experience of the “Silbertal Dome”, the
“‘Silver Valley’ Dome”. Which was PHIne tuned during the Operation, in precisely the points that
Helmut Zudrell had specifically worked with, and also had experienced as a dome, of which
Ananda was unaware.
Helmut saw his 1st definitive UFO in early 2011 with his wife Malis, at their mountain house,
some 1,440 above sea level, Kristberg, overlooking Silbertal. This slow pulse flasher, moving
through Orion’s belt into the Unicorn constellation, made a strong impression on both of them.
Malis stated that “Ananda will be coming”, based on the sighting. The next day Simone, my
partner, telephoned and said we would be coming. And that I would stay on to continue writing
on my multi-volume book series: The Manu: An Omnidimensional Artefact at the Genesis of
History.
The large UFO with its glow filling the valley, combines the physical elements that unfolded
mountainside, in unison: the Operation Mountain Light, Unitegrity, and Macro Elemental Fusion
work, anchored in accord and by the Chi/Aether guidance of the Other and the Intelligences of the
Silbertal Dome itself; Protocols of invocations, as well as personal prayers; with the breath and
sound work alchemy of the group; and then with the UFO manifestations, and midway meeting
pulsations, that were empowering the Silbertal Dome.
In the female participant's vision, the “Silver Valley Dome”, our Field Work, and the UFO’s pulse
alchemy Work, are united into a single Unified Field Object.
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Imagination/Dream Body input, will remain a valid criteria, recorded within these civilian archives
of these European Cosmic Dialogues.
Dream input, has often figured in UFO sightings. Especially those in a Twilight (Theta-Alpha) state,
that the female participant experienced.
Yet Lucid Dreams may hold valid information value as well, as lucid dreams are an I.T. System, at
times probably in neuro-genetic syntax, and the UFO appears to operate with computational
systems whose OS incorporate ALL I.T. Systems. All Information Technology systems are Integral to
these UFO Intelligence’s living holographic computation systems, that are consciousness sensitive
and registering.
This barely scratches the surface, even though this superficial description has stepped well within
the boarderland of the Numinous, for most, including those “nuts and bolts” UFOlogists and
disclosure advocates that insist they know that the Intelligence behind the UFO are physical ET’s
coming from a reality whose boundaries are like our own (from the Cartesian world view, whose
mechanistic universe world view has been scientifically proven wrong since the discovery of
“chemical waves” acting in “reaction-dispersion” patterns of a non-linear fractal nature, and since
the Brusselator Experiment of the 1960s, which demonstrated such phenomenon organised by the
non-linear dynamics beyond the boundaries of mechanical science. However, much of social
intelligence, within mankind still has to update to this post-Mechanist, post-Cartesian world view
of the universe and the nature of life”.
ETI-OS-NU
“Communication beam” contacts, where the UFO “Intelligences” Intensions are fine-tune beam
transmitted (via hadronic “Aether” Beams and Tensor beams), and translated through the hadronic
horizon of the In-Vivo DNA, and the Central Nervous System and holographic field, into their Earth
semantic equivalents, instantly. Occurring “faster than you can think.”
These, started again, some weeks before Dialogues I. There had been a long break in this form of
communication since December 2001 — a more than 11 years vacuity, although other forms of
communication methodologies were focussed on instead (there may be a heliosphere relation to
these). So it was a surprise to have it begin again, perfectly, instantly, as if taking off from where we
left off in 2001, in the form they had been transmitted since 1991, some 22 years before.
On August the 21st, a communication transmitted from “Athena” came at 19.09, which relayed the
following:
“Greetings I am Athena,
“We are in an Interstellar Vehicle over this valley. This is not a dream, but an actual vehicle of
Awakening.
“We ask that you watch carefully each participant and how they react, or over-react to our
approaches, and to the direct beaming of information consciousness into their systems.
“Be aware, this will activate certain latent programs in each individual, that is present.
This is a well thought out Operation which will trigger new realizations and install a certain
Awakening.
“We have worked here now for some years, and these Dialogues are of prime essence and
ready to be made realized, in this new venture and adventure of man.
“We are with you, in various forms, not only in star ship form. There are other varieties that
are emerging for these events. They will become more present by each unfolding event.
“I am Athena with H’Aton present.
Khraton/Ptah is working in the higher levels engaging the Omni-Network transducers “that
we Operate by to be here, in a manner similar to your synthesis of elements and molecules.
“Be All-One and True in your Being. We are With you TRULY, and we share much now this
time.
“There will be another communication.
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“Aton”
Whilst this message, initially does not appear to contain too much information — upon closer
examination, in fact, some details are quite precise, like the vision of the female participant
(mentioned on page 17) of a vehicle over the Silbertal valley.
No one at all, before this Report II that you now read, had seen this message. However, it is a
computer file, unchanged from when it was transmitted, in order to document the date and the
time (screen shots have been made for documentation purposes, and the file can be examined).
I did record, as requested, and as best I could remember (as these communications happen at
lightening speed, in an altered state of consciousness), how “each participant” would “react, or
over-react to our approaches, and the direct beaming of information consciousness into their
systems.”
In retrospective, this has become an interesting task. Becoming especially aware how this “well
thought out Operation” did indeed “trigger new realisations and install a certain awakening,” in
highly specific individuals. Also in highly specific key manners, after the event. As well as some
surprising arisings in others.
Furthermore, this communication predicted the felt palpable presence of the Other on the 2nd
night’ site, powerfully present, in “we are with you, in various forms, not only in star ship form.
There are other varieties that are emerging for these events.”
Furthermore, in the first communication in almost 12 years, 4 days before Dialogues I, Athena
broke the silence of this line, and also relayed new manners of interaction:
“I am Athena, with H’Aton in the relaying distance.
“We have fathomed a sense of operations that will unfold in two districts that are to come up
[these became the Alpine Twins of Switzerland and Austria for Dialogues I & II].
“They will be enabled when the progression has reached a peak of energetic upliftment.
This will be done through, meditation, breath work, and Being [required in the Dialogue II
team’s Field Work].
“Know that we are there, in 4 forms of manifestation [pulse flash; power-up; jumper/time
jumper; combo].
“Be welcome, and know that we have a multitude of forms that will be conveyed as you will
see fit.”
—July 15th, 2013, 2.02am
On August the 22nd, at 1.21AM, well before the Dialogues II began on the next evening of that
day, this message was transmitted by “H’Aton,”, as the 2nd message predicted by “Athena”, which
appears to accurately describe what was to take place, including the number of nights in which
the demonstrations would occur, and the nature of what would be imparted:

“Greetings, my brother this is H’Aton.
“We are in the western hemisphere working in engaging the simultaneous activations
of the Multiversal sensorial burst that will engage mankind into novel forms of
understanding that have never been brought to this planet before.
“It is this function that I am playing in this event.
“It will be made manifest in one of the 3 days.
“You will see this clearly, and know what this is when it happens.
“Now to decode the further assignment, here is the key
“8jsihdspuhpuh-[8y PN;CNP`ZH-[9

HF2

“WE FULFILL THE SENSE of the All-One Creator by instilling this into you tonight.
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“I am here with a fleet of craft that will make performances and engage the operating
systems of this planet.
“Do not be surprised when these become quite obvious for most.
I am H’Aton in Service of the One Creator of All-Oneness. Adonai, my brother, Aton.”
The “Multiversal sensorial burst”, to be “made manifest in one of the 3 days,” which I (Ananda)
“will see clearly, and what this is when it happens,” can only clearly refer to the UFO sightings of
the 24th, of 4.26-4.29AM, as they describe “working in engaging the simultaneous activations” of
this novel burst.
It was the almost parallel sightings by the two parties of the group, of the “pulse flasher” and “time
jumper” by the Constellation of Cassiopeia, that gave the most powerful and touching pulseflashes, and had the deepest impact and lasting effects on those that witnessed them. Furthermore,
in their manifestation, were also “time jumps” which have the quality to hold other spaces beyond
our own (when such phenomenon is referenced to theories on such propulsions within our latest
new physics).
The 1st sighting by Judy Hall on the 1st night was the faint pulse flasher in the west, fulfilling
H’Aton’s, “we are in the western hemisphere.” Also the last object, also seen by Judy Hall and
Ananda, was going from the north to the west in its direction, crossing Andromeda — thereby,
completing the assignment by going back to the “western hemisphere” in which they were located
and operating from.
Thus, sighting 1. Sighting 6, and sighting 7., were in accord as 1. Coming from the west, and 6 and
7, returning to the west.
Furthermore, the female participant's “Subtle Body” twilight interaction mentioned on page 17,
also had the large mothership UFO go off into the west of the Silbertal valley.
As with the others, the date of this received message is tagged to the computer file it was written
in, showing it was written days before the Friday night sightings of Ubber Weise (screenshots taken
for the record).
The code syntax transmitted in the 2nd communication transmission of Dialogues II, has been used
since the early 1990s, and holds a significant “ETI Ka-Ba-La” semantic code language. This will be
explored specifically in an “ETI-OS-NU” based Dialogues with the Cosmos”.
CASSIOPEIA — CLAIRVOYANT INPUT: “NU KIDS ON THE BLOCK”
On Saturday the 24th, after awakening, the 2nd person who spoke to the author was a 1 year and 8
months old child, who said to Ananda, very directly, and strongly:
“MW MW MW 555 Cassiopeia”,
Which was rather amazingly specific information. And which has verification from others in the
group.
The constellation of Cassiopeia becomes an “W” every 12 hours, and 12 hours later it becomes an
“M”.
555 relates to an important code that is astronomical and that this Dialogues II group was briefed
on (155 555). And researcher, Piet Tummers, had also specifically been given the number “555”, in
regards to a photograph of a place where a UFO contact took place in the Swiss Alps in 2003,
when Piet was attending an Ananda Bosman seminar at the ecumenical “Centre of Unity”,
Schweibenalp, Axalp, Switzerland.
He was utterly astounded both by the child’s statement and writing of “MW” to illustrate what she
said. But also to the exact, and very complexly detailed 155,555 astronomical code, which our
present time is synched into since 1994, and the UFO Intelligences are an integral part of.
As this 1.8 year old child drew on paper “MW, MW, MW” for Piet, he kept the paper for his
evidence, in relation to his own contact story, in 2003, which involves the civilisation associated
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to “Alchimar-Emmanuel” of the “Galactic Council”, governing the future from far the past stars of
Krittikas, the Pleiades, which mark the beginning of the macro-star-game cycle upon the
holographic “wheel-pearls”, or “Soma drops,” reflecting the “face of time”. A story of UFO contact
that is on Piet Tummers’ web site, and which must become properly data based in our Civilian
Dialogues with the Cosmos data bank — since the UFO contact of 2003 took place during the
author’s seminar that Piet was attending, in the Swiss alps.
Also the area telephone code of Silbertal starts with 555, no less!!!
This child has associated UFO sightings at both conception AND 1st contractions starting birth.
There are a whole range of NU Kids on this reality block we call Earth. And it is natural for them to
interact in this Cosmic Dialogue unfoldment, as well, naturally. After-all, it is their legacy that we
are unfolding into.
ALL of the UFO sightings of this event occurred by the Constellation of Cassiopeia. And at the
beginning of the 1st session on the Silvretta, chemist Hans Peter Diehl asked Ananda “what is the
true meaning of Cassiopeia?” To which the author answered “Kasyapa.”
The Kasyapa/AntarMarda (Cassiopeia/Andromeda), region in the body of the Veda’s relates to the
Vedic story of the “Star Ship of Noah”, or the “Manu” that carried and seeded all life within the
many world systems anchored to the Andromeda/Cassiopeia region.
A ship whose proportions are given in divine units of measure, the units of the gods, which portray
“MaNuah’s” ship to be many times bigger than Earth. Even the spiral of the Andromeda Galaxy is
associated to the “Turtle of Kasyapa,” on which Kasyapa is anchored (more details are given in our
Great Time Gate 2012-2,222 AD series, spanning more than 50 hours of material — including
more on the Antarmrda/Kasypa stargates and life-seeding stations of the Manu).
Kasyapa is also one of the 8 Adityas, within the 8+8+8=24 “Galactic Council,” the “7 suns of the
One Sun,” and the “Solar Lords” as Manu-Emmanuel called them in the 1988 contact
communication, “The Universal Call”, which also describes “Operation Lift Man”, of which this
Dialogues with the Cosmos civilian operation is a part.
So this “MW MW MW 555 Cassiopeia” contribution by an 1.8 year old child (who said this
shortly after tis author awoke following the nights sightings, as the 2nd person Ananda spoke to) has
Clairvoyant data “signal line” input significance, indeed, with all of the above considered. The
place number, the star constellation of sightings, and the “Galactic Council” galactic Holographic
Hyper-Net, whose astronomical nature holds the 155 and 555 code.
We suggest all other Dialogue with the Cosmos groups and other Starwatching groups that read
this, to pay attention and also record such synchronised data, coming from “unusual
places” (which may come from the “NU kids”, or through other synchronicities).
As we have described, in the briefings and in seminars for many numerous years — the “intelligent
spheres” released by the UFOs, from our experience, appear to be akin to “reality rollers”, that
topologically increase the “synchronicity strings” of an area of space and time.
Increased “Highly Meaningful Synchronicity” appears to be part of a higher Operating System (OS)
than the semantics of our present neuro-genetic and somatic OS — attempting to interface with
our OS through “Increased Meaningful Synchronicity”.
Pay attention to synchronicity in these Dialogues, and catalogue them. Something important may
emerge, as our Civilian data bases are compared, shared, and integrated.
CLOSE APPROACHES
During this 2nd Dialogue there were no very close approaches that I am aware of. The close
approaches in Dialogues I, at times were able to sneak through. The one I witnessed with Erika
Marzani, was at human head height, and went exactly over the pathway we had just walked that
lead directly to the site.
Coming from the sky, it made a 27 degree angle turn, from my perspective, to adjust it from
crashing into the ground. As the course it was taking would have immediately crash landed the
UFO into the ground.
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It was at just over human body head height when it made its dramatic degree turn, dramatic due to
the enormous speed it was coming in on, and then continued horizontally along the road we had
just walked going to the site nearby the Eagle of the Simplon Pass.
Also, what this author terms “Athena’s ship” in Dialogues I, that came to below the mountain line
range, was not apparent in this Dialogue II, which would be an intermediary near approach. It
appears that these two Dialogue Alpine Twins, also herald a circuitry in the nature of their
unfoldment.
In Dialogues I, Switzerland, the civilian group was met more than “midway” by the Other — thus
the power that opened the midway door came from them.
In Dialogues II, like a battery or integrated circuit, it was the combined efforts of the civilian group,
earth side, (concurrently: long term, like those of Helmut Zudrell; intermediate, like this author’s in
the region over some years; and short term, such as the intense efforts made by some members of
our group. We felt their presence, and a little in “their” world. This time the momentum of the
opening of the Midway door came from Earth Man.
Together these Twain make a perfect balance in a Dialogues with the Cosmos circuit.
Nor the close approach of the large sphere seen by Lt. Korinna A. Muller and Maria Luisa Cossu,
crossing horizontally over the Monte Leone glacier, was without equivalent in Dialogues II (other
phenomena remain to be explained, also on the Monte Leone glacier on the 2nd night of Dialogue
I, as well).
However, within Dialogues II, the close approaches occurred within the “subtle planes”,
especially those of the female participant mentioned on page 17, whose estimated time is close to
the beginning of the sightings up on the mountains, and perfectly describes in archetypal
language, our experience, work, in combination with the sightings.
This 1.8 year old child’s proclamation of “MW MW MW 555 Cassiopeia,” is an other close
approach of the direct data of the significant kind (impossible to fake).
The presence of the Other was also felt to be extremely near in Dialogue II’s second night
overlooking the Silver Valley.
GOING INTO DEEPER TERRITORIES — EXTENDING BEYOND THE DIALOGUES
SYMBOL INFO INPUT
Dialogues with the Cosmos records all signal line information that may came amidst UFO activity
and protocols. This includes “Symbol Intelligence”.
Directly from the notes in Dialogues II, info tech input comes a little under 5 hours following the
last sighting:
“This morning, 24th August, at 9Am, Austrian long time shaman researcher, Madlon Jaeger, working
with Ananda over many years, including the 1996 “time gate”, saw, with eyes closed, a symbol of
a Circle, and a Round Spot inside. The spot was colourless and the circle was golden yellow.
“Around the circle there was a pattern of dark violet drops around in a perfect arrangement. And
saw it several times, 3 times. ‘And that was it!’
“And then she saw a web or net around like a flash, in the same periphery as the circle. This net
was a whitish fog.”
This symbol is in “Athena’s” old cycle (1990s), symbol base imparted then. However, we are now
in the “NU Awakening Dream cycle,” according to the understanding this author has been
imparted, with another underlying hyper-symbol holographic base operating, as the Ideogram
Syntax of the NU: New Universe.
Of course, this is also the symbol for the “Circle of the Sun and the “Third Eye”, in many cultures.
In Egypt and Rg Vedic times it was called AK, in both respectively, and is the only true archaic
hieroglyph on the Great Pyramid of Egypt. As well as being the Eye band upon the foreheads of the
Indus Valley Priest-Kings.
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The Rg Vedic ultraterrestrial immortal sage, Kasyapa, is also ascribed to being our own sun, or as
being the “8th Sun,” of the 7+1 “suns of the Sun”, Adityas.
The 7+1 Adityas are clearly defined in the Rg Veda, and Taittiriya Aranyaka 1.7 lists the 7 suns as
“Aroga, Bhraja, Patara, Patanga, Swarna, Jyotisiman and Vibhasa”:
"Kasyapa is the 8th. The 7 suns were seen by Pancakarana Vatsyayana and Saptakarana Plakshi.
They had only heard of Kasyapa. They were not able to go to Maha-Meru. Gargya Pranatrata was
able to go to Maha-Meru and could see Kasyapa."
— Taittiriya Aranyaka 1.7
Hereby, the Cassiopeia-Sun connection has a trace in Vedic stellar and interstellar lore, linked
directly to the “transient universal One Sun” and to the AUMkara as the “Maha-Meru” of the
universe.
The violet drops are often associated with the “drops of Soma” in the Rg Veda, and the pure colour
of purple was also associated to the Yava Soma (more in section “YAVA & The Soma-Net”).
The “Soma drops” within the hymns of the Rg Veda, especially the 9th book dedicated largely to
the subject mater of Soma, are considered the root of the concept of the “Indra-Net.”
Indra is the chief Rg Vedic god of the Vajra/Thunder force, or hadronic 5th unified field force,
produced by the lightening simulator the PlasmArc Flow reactor of hadronic physics, having some
250 hymns entirely dedicated to Indra.
This “Indra-Net” is a web, or net, comprised of the purest “Soma Drops” in the Rg Veda root
description of this concept, and as “pearls” in post-Vedic Hindu texts — where each drop/pearl
reflects every other drop/pearl, completely. As worlds reflecting the sum of all other worlds.
The Rg Veda literally describes our planet as round (two-world halves), describes voyages around
it’s sphere, and describes many worlds linked together by the “Soma-Net”.
The “Indra-Net” and “Soma-Net” are the earliest form of the holographic concept of creation, that
is now an empirical fact in hadronic physics’ newly discovered geno plane, proven to be operating
through the biological sciences, within biological systems (Dr. Illert, modelling from a data base of
100,000 conch shell morphologies, empirically established this as an objective fact).
The geno plane IS the holographic plane. As it operates in biology, so biological systems, ARE
holographic (seem the writtings of Dr. Animalu, Dr. Chris Illert, Dr. Stein Johansen, and Dr. R.
Santilli, within the hadronic physics literature for details).
The Rg Veda describes Indra, on both a universal and on a galactic scale with the Marutas (part of
the “Galactic Council” of 8-8-8 = 24), to be establishing the “Soma-Net” to extend from the
AUMkara’s 7 galactic mountain enclosures (that are 7x7=49 in the Milky Way for 360° [the 49
galactic regions have been astronomically established in this authors 1994 chapter of The Unity
Keys Of Emmanuel: The Interuniversal Perspective For The Unity Of Diversity, published in 1999),
to overflow their blocked “7 Rivers of Soma” to the many worlds systems, and usher in the
Awakening Dream from Amnesia within those worlds that have fallen asleep to the Ignorance,
maintained by the “universal dream” dragon that Indra slew on universal and galactic scales.
Within this proto-Vedic cosmology, this “ignorance dragon” of the dream, subsequently each
individual person upon the world systems must personally slay (shamanically/yogically), as the
Kundalini (DNA serpent/dragon force). And rise up to their primordial “Original Model” Unity Self.
And joining with the world systems that have awakened in the “Indra-Net”, or universal
holographic “Soma-Net” overflowing the AUMkara, or universal heart-mind “God-Computer,” to
freshly awaken those worlds in slumber.
The 3x of course has deep significance for those who can read between the lines :-)
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Colourless point is an interesting description by Madlon, as the Dialogues I, second close
approach UFO, was a sphere of a “colourless colour,” as Erika Marzani described it, surrounded
by other phenomenon and qualities.
Madlon Jaeger has given her own UFO and UFO related testimonials, one related to phenomenon
occurring to this author disappearing from one frame of a sequence of photographic frames,
completely, amidst “time-gate 1996”, at around the time that also 3 ETI/IUTI’s materialised at that
event to now Norway’s most famous and celebrated psychic/sensitive, whose weekly television
show is the most popular in the country, due to her accuracy in the double blind setting she is
assigned for the television series. These two events will also be catalogued in this Dialogues with
the Cosmos civilian data bank.
SIRIUS DUSK — END OF THE DOG DAYS BRIEFINGS, 23RD AUGUST
Whilst Dialogues I, had little time or space to properly present the hundreds of Keynote animated
slides on the detailed levels of protocols on the subject, Dialogues II, which was 3 and half days,
did manage to show, around 65% of this Briefing Material on the protocols. This makes these Twin
Alpine Dialogues with the Cosmos a complete twain set.
Most of these multimedia animated presentations of the details of the precise protocols have now
been decided to be made into a “Dialogue with the Cosmos Briefing Film”, in English, and then
translated and dubbed into other European and world languages, to enable the amplitude of the
Dialogue with the Cosmos civilian effort to extrapolate exponentially, on behalf of our species.
FOCUS: FUTURE DIALOGUES SPECIFIC EXPERTISE SKILLS
Since these 1st two Dialogues with the Cosmos merely scratched at the surface of the complete
toolbox of techniques and protocols we will utilise to interface with the Other — future Dialogues
with the Cosmos, by this author, will focus on one theme, at a time, most often, until all Fields of
Practice and Techniques of Interface, have been transmitted, clearly, and practised.
Highly specific and detailed fields like ETI-RV: Extraterrestrial Intelligence Remote Viewing, whose
extensive techniques and protocols are at least 100 animated slides, with many techniques to pass
on AND practice in the Field Work, and in other manners.
As with each Dialogue, there will be several nights of Field Work, engaging Cosmic Dialogues
with the UFO Intelligences, and generating further experience, as well as contributing to the
European civilian body of documentary evidence, by any Dialogue UFO sightings, and cosmic
intelligence interactions, and novel data they may impart.
The original Dialogues with the Cosmos (draft 4) description, lists many fields of expertise, such as
ETI-VR: ExtraTemporal Intelligence Virtual Reality.
Each of these will become the main focus of the following Dialogues, in order to impart and pass
on their precise practice and methodology, properly, from our over 28 years of direct experience
and interaction with the Other.
Techniques and protocols that will become valuable Information Technologies for both
Intermediary, and Direct Interfacing with the Intelligences behind the UFOs we are working with.
Perhaps, appearing new now, but that in some form are likely to become the common syntax of
the world ahead, as more direct interfacing with the Other commences.
It is civilian interfacing “they” want, with the peoples of Earth themselves, on behalf of themselves,
instead of elite military-industrial-corporate self elected special interest groups (who may at times
hit the golden harp strings of a contact, without the privilege intended to be extended to true
civilian interface efforts, on behalf of mankind).
From our experience, some of these interactions go way beyond our notion of what reality really
is, into the intense domains of the “naked truth”, that the “Omnejective Perspective” and Nature of
the Other instills, and expands ones boundary thresholds into.
Here, ends the more documentary majority of this Dialogues II Report.
—Ananda Bosman, August 24-25th, (September 9th, 2013)
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GOING INTO FURTHER “FAR-OUT” DOMAINS
THE SILBERTAL DOME OF THE SILVER VALLEY & OTHER DOMES
For those unfamiliar with the ontological terrain that follows, we should give a note of warning,
that such speculative domains are not for the faint of heart, and are of another character, to the
documentary side of the majority of this report.
Proceed with caution.
The “Dome” phenomenon, in the authors experiences, has usually denominated a kind of
synthesis weave of the living grid fields, unified by the Aether 5th force, or the hadronic Unified
Field Force. And act as a more meaningful cybernetic “star-gate”.
This Unified Field 5th Force has been empirically discovered, and is objectively evident in the
hadronic chemistry macro-molecules’ “magnecules”, as well as in “controlled intermediate
nuclear fusions” (rather than hot or cold nuclear fusion)
Whose body temperature and higher hadronic-superconductive iso-coupling of twin electrons in
an iso-flat state (without valence bonding), are overlapping into the hyperdense media of the
hadronic horizon, in the shape of a lemniscate: ∞, and are stable demonstrations of the 5th
Nuclear Force that Unifies all other fields and the other 4 nuclear forces, hitherto known by public
science.
In that sense these Earth-Star DOMEs are a Unified Field coherent weaving and braiding of fields,
woven by the UFO: Unified Field Objects. The embroidery of this weave, also weaves hyper-strings
of the Aether-Net, to other planetary strings.
In terms of the “SION DOME”, which the author experienced when 16, and following physical
UFO sightings, including UFOs coming out of the local alpine mountains, was “taken” in ETI-VR:
ExtraTerrestrial Virtual Reality mode (which also has the synesthesia, or synergetic fusion, of the 5
somatic senses into an All-One Macro Sense, quality) — into underground alpine tunnel systems,
and an subterranean base, like a small city.
Whilst the authors experience is on public record long before, it was only in 2003 that Ananda
was introduced to a Swiss cousin several times removed, André Fauchere, who had been given
explicit Evolyne council (a Swiss commune), permission to enter into these tunnel systems, and,
indeed, enter a “city” exactly where I described it on the public record, for historical purposes.
Dr Fauchere, however, had the photographic proof and local history of these tunnels and city.
Some participants to my seminar series, “The Manu”, taking place near the Swiss Sion, amidst
whom were also UFO “abductees” (one a case of the researcher Budd Hopkins) — just would not
believe it, until they actually saw the photographs and the book that had the stamp of that local
Swiss Commune. Still thinking that my experiences were mere science fiction. In these
photographs one can see what can appear to be the plasma-like material going into other planes
and densities of reality (which Madam Faucher also experienced, when within them).
Madam Fauchere, was not only experienced in the historical objectivity of these tunnel systems
and city, but also had her own Numinous experiences in these very tunnels and city. She was very
familiar with this Dome, we have called the “SION Dome”, and had even written other books,
which did not have the stamp of the commune, in the French esoteric subject mater, relating her
experiences with the “star-gate-like” and “other-dimensional” portal quality of this Dome (see our
two part series “The SION Dome” for details) — she was as mutually pleasantly surprised, when
meeting the Author in 2003, and having Ananda’s description of this “dome” in 1986, as was the
author astounded that André Faucher had actually published a drawing of the dome on the cover
of one of her more esoteric books, in the french language, and had gathered reports of others who
had interacted with this precisely this same dome.
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Furthermore, in 1986, after I had been taken into this underground city through the UFO’s ETI-VR,
I was transported via the nature of this Dome, to the moon of Jupiter called Ganymede, and taken
inside. Where I was taught “ETI-Ka-Ba-La”, or the numeric-alphabetic semantic code, behind
syntax, as a kind of formative linguistics behind our world, or in-between the lines of our reality.
The “Galactic Council” and “Solar Tribunal” base there, within Ganymede, after having been
transported through a port upon this jovian lunar surface, was of a hyperdimensional holographic
substance, which was also translinguistic, and trans-sensory — where the subjective and the
objective meld into an omnijective whole.
The particular holographic rooms within this subterranean jovian lunar base, therefore, hold the
entirety of one’s psyche and soul in its living topology.
And when another being steps into that room, regardless of the atomic density, planet, domain,
realm, plane, dimension, galaxy of the universe, or other universe, it may come from, this being’s
nature is auto-translated into the holographic tapestry of the room. Thereby, they are translated into
a level that one can understand at the Highest State of one’s own level on Earth, summarised.
The translinguistic nature, is not just translating instantly the thoughts and senses of the Other
being into this holographic substrate, but also its full nature, culture, and realm is represented, and
synthesised and synergised with one’s own somatic semantics and linguistic and neuro-genetic
languages that are omnijectively co-present within this holographic living cybernetic morphology
— where one’s very inner nature is also projected and embodied within the qualitative
holographic material of the room itself. And likewise, any other being that comes into that room, is
co-joined in that hyper-holographic translinguistic living cybernetic material.
This goes beyond being intimate. This is Veritas at its prime, the “naked truth” does not fully
describe what is going on here.
In this manner “Instant Knowing”, and “Instant Translations” of vast living experience and living
wisdom banks are imparted at the infinite speed of thought, to the very core of one’s being.
I was taken there numerous times, on different occasions, and I know that what I was shown was
only a small portion of what is possible there, and whose full nature would be too overwhelming
for the human embodied emanation to handle, should it be revealed.
In this August 1986 experience via the “SION Dome”, I came back knowing mathematics in a new
way (which had been my weak field before) — instantly transmitted in a living sense. There are
times I can step into this living “Sphere of Semantics and Mathematics” and perform mathematical
discoveries that my daily human operating neural functions and personality would be incapable
of.
This has been vastly useful in the writing and mathematical discoveries of our work: The Manu: An
Omnidimensional Artefact At The Genesis of History, multi-volume book series (with more than
5,000 pages already written since 2002).
From the above description of the author’s experience, amidst others, I would dare to say that there
are tunnel systems of significance within these mountains designating the “Silbertal Dome”, and
also beneath the Ubber Weise region, which may include a “trans-dimensional” holographic base
of sorts there as well.
Although, this dome may be more “new” in the making, than the physically sensed nature of the
“SION Dome”.
However, in accord to Athena’s relating of working for several years with this specific area, where I
have experienced and relayed the presence of the motherships to others, during seminars held in
Silbertal since 2009 — including to Patrick Zudrell, who was Interfacing with this mothership, in
2009, and went into a deep state of Vortexijah spin, and into a Sphere, typical of the ETI
transportation. It would appear that this Silbertal Dome is more trans-dimensional, and having its
local, in other places, which utilise this Dome, for highly specific endeavours.
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There was overwhelming physical confirmation of the “SION Dome” that came, eventually. I
would say that something similar, but different, is going on here. And that like some of the utterly
archaic nature of the “SION Dome” tunnel systems, that appear to be artificial, there may be
similar archaic tunnels in Silbertal, from the Supercivilisation we have “descended” from.
Furthermore, should clandestine military ventures attempt to access such “transdimensional bases
of the ETI”, (as they have been trying to do in the “SION Dome” through the military underground
network of the “Grand Dixon Range”), they will experience a warping of time and space, as the
“Aether-Net” auto-adjusts according to intent and intention.
However, it is our impression that some form of contact has occurred in the Swiss SION Dome,
with some members of the Swiss military, in a diversity of ways.
Madam André Fauchere does relay that some of the workers that have worked in these tunnel
systems over the last 80 years, are changed for life. She has been guiding some of their relief
therapy groups, as they experienced “other worlds” and other dimensions “down there”, where the
veil between the subjective psyche dividing the objective world, becomes increasingly thin —
experiences that changed them forever. Often, in their case, unable to operate “normally” in the
outside world, and on handicapped benefits from the Swiss state, officially.
Long before I came to know of the objective nature of these tunnel systems, my transportation
through them at the age of 16, by the UFOs instilling “ETI-VR”, precisely described their archaic
nature, and their deep earth tunnelling into other atomic densities and dimensions of the multidimensional hyper-holographic universe.
Some 17 years later, viewing the photographs of André Fauchere, one can clearly see the apparent
hadronic plasma-like materials and other densities co-existing in some of these tunnel systems, it
would appear, and her experience directly reflects this contention, and of what appears apparent
on the photographs. Going deeper into the Earth, leads to the hadronic-Earth’s own unique
hadronic horizon, the All-Oneness of planet Earth that is in the heart of all.
DOMES, CHANDRA ARKS, CHANDA’S OF MEASURED METRIC SPACE TRANSPORTATION
These ETI-Domes are significant points of operation with the UFOs and appear in diverse areas.
They are unlike the smaller Chandra Ark portals, however.
Chandra Arks that link and connect as crescents (or half spheres, of various types), two topological
space and time places together, to include other planetary worlds linked to Earth on one side of
the Chandra Ark, the other end completing the Ark of the Chandra on Earth; or or the Earth end
arcing to the other end being on the Moon, another planet, or another planet’s moon system, for
example.
Although a “Dome” may on a macro level contain a symphony of Chandras within its living
dynamic cacophony, that comprise the Dome’s qualitative interconnectivity continuum with other
planetary worlds, within the “Indra-Net”, or “Soma-Net”, as it is called in the Rg Veda — whilst
also having similar attributes of its own, that operate more like a “hyper highways”, than the single
track portals of the Chandra Arks.
Chandra’s come from the Sanskrit root Chanda, which is translated as “metres”, or “metres of
measure”. And as Chandra to include the name of our moon, and imparting this Sanskrit name to
our modern science’s “Chandra motion wobble” cycles on Earth, distinctly caused by the moon.
The Chanda metric metres of the Rg Veda give highly specific and universal application to the
Chandra Arks.
"Directions/dimension are metres that go around."
—Satapatha Brahmana 8.5.2.3
In fact they are described as precisely being portals of specific ultraterrestrial space intelligences.
There are Chandas that link to the worlds of Indra (chief of the Marutas, the prime Rg Veda god,
who spans all the realms of the universe, with his unified field Vajra/Thunder craft); or to Savitar, of
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the Adityas, that are “many suns as One Sun” in universal realms of whole Light, as 7+1 = One
Sun; or to the “space gods” of the Visva-Devakasa; and to the Angirasas that guard the Jupiter
portal (Brhaspati) to the arching bow of Sagittarius (Brahmanaspati) through the galactic centre to
the “7th Loka” dimensional world plane, where the Brahma-Loka (Brahmanaspati), is located, for
example (all within the Rg Veda).
Within this constellation of the 24, Indra of the Marutas, shares attributes with the Angirasa
Brahmanaspati, in freeing the “7 Rivers of Life” from their concealment, along with the “7 logosSpeech cows”. Having the universal string of the Satya Loka’s “utmost truth”:
“The wellfount with its mouth of stone and stream of ambrosial-honey which Brahmanaspati
broke by his audacious strength, that was drunken by Sun's rays, he watered the streams
numerously, at once.
“He opened the door of the waters, that have existed and that will form later,
“Brahmanaspati uses the bow with Truth as its string, wherever he wants, he pervades. Strings
drawn to his ear he thrusts the successful arrows to see the men.
“All pervading Brahmanaspati shows his greatness even in smaller conquests. The god
expands far bigger than other gods, and envelops them from all sides.
“Wealthy Indra and Brahmanaspati, laws of both of you always hold, even universal waters
can not violate your laws.
“He brought the Speech cows out, divided them by great procedure for heaven, and they
started moving individually, by his power.”
—Rg Veda 2.24
In Rg Veda 4.50.4 Brhaspati is called “the 1st-born”, and of “having 7 mouths”. These 7 mouths
being the 7 dimensions within the “3-Universal World Spheres” of: Earth/Universal Ground,
Atmosphere, and Heaven (our Physical-Subtle-Causal bodies).
As Brhaspati and Brahmanaspati is the chief head that is heading the Angirasas, as the 1+7 = 8,
within the “Galactic Council”; so each of the +1 Chiefs of the Adityas and Marutas permeate these
7 dimensional forms of the “3 Universal Spheres”.
The Chandra Ark’s utilise our “Star-Gate Moon”, as the calculating portal of measure window to all
of its destinations, by highly specific measurement divisions of sacred measure of the Chandra/
moon cycles, as one with those of the sun.
The Marutas are some of the oldest gods of history, appearing in 500,000 year old Himalayan cave
art. Likewise, Indra, their Pleiadian (“7 cows” and “7 rivers”) Chief, within the Bull of Taurus, can
be established to have archaic roots, pre-dating those of Indo-European influences.
Indra, in bull legged form, appears on Amulet 3305 from Harappa, described in Asko Parpola’s
work “Deciphering the Indus Script”.
This deity upon such an ancient amulet displaying the god with a raised club (root of the Vajra),
and having bulls legs, clearly denominates Indra as the prime superhero, of the later Sarasvati
valley culture, and early Harappan’s going into the Indus Valley Culture. For Indra in the Rg Veda is
called a “Bull”.
Indra is considered bull in the Vedas, such as in Rg Veda 2.12.12, and so in other Vedas such as:
“Bull is the form of Indra:”
—Atharva Veda 9.4.7-8
This Harappan amulet’s proto-god also is holding a raised club in one hand, so the Vedas
repeatedly describe Indra as holding a Vajra in his hand.
Hereby, Indra has been given a greater archaic antiquity. And often associated with the Bull of
Taurus with its Pleiades, the Krittikas of Indra (one of the earliest astronomical rising constellations
in the Rg Veda, which describes such a period for the Pleaides, more than 8,000 years before
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present), as well as the region of Orion, yielding a club — an Orion arm trend, where our solar
system is located within the Orion spiral arm of the Milky Way (which also houses the Pleiades), is
ascribed to Indra, chief of the Marutas.
Domes have been seen erected within days by prominent astronomers over the last couple of
hundred years within the “Tycho” crater. A region of the Moon we have had intimate contact with
during our Interfacings with the UFO Intelligences, in the later 1980s and early 1990s. The quoted
source materials for these massive kilometres in size Domes in Tycho, we present in our “Artificial
Moon” seminar presentations
From: our experience (the nature of the Tycho base); to research (finding historical documentation
in support of this lucid experience, like searching for anomalous activity at Tycho from credible
sources); to deep investigation (whole artificial cities in NASA lunar photographs of Tycho are now
revealed) — we uncover the novel actuality of the Moon as a “Macro Star-Gate Operator” for the
Chandra Ark’s.
The 27 Lunar star houses of the Rg Veda, are used in perfect measure geometrical quantified units,
to calculate the Ark’s hyper-lensing to other locals within the neighbouring regions of our galaxy.
For the Moon, the clear evidence from all sides indicates, is not a natural object. But a living
hyper-architecture that breathes: expanding and contracting its hyper-crystalline matrix hypergeometrically.
Its precise effect on life on Earth by its proximity to Earth making it of equal size to the sun when
seen from Earth, and having an equatorial circumference aspect ratio distance to Earth, that when
applied to the sun, gives the same mean distance of the Sun to Earth, by a manifold of 108 times,
just like the moon to Earth (an astounding fact first evident in the Rg Veda).
The precise crystal amplifiers on the critical positions of the moon, at geometrical topological
significant positions like those of the tetrahedron, at all times closest to Earth, and subtly affecting
the Earth’s seasons, flow of mater and tides, and magnetic field types to allow for the bacteria
frequencies that make this life broad-castation possible — are remarkably “time-portal” placed on
the moon billions of years ago, effecting the nature of our lives, now (in this model).
The lunar amplifying lense, is not just a telescopic lense, but is a “hyper-lense,” which focusses the
Arks of the Hyper-Plane operators of hadronic physics, into hyper-availability, thereby, enabling the
Chandras, to lense to various space and time topologies, through hyper-locomotion of the living
hyper geometries of the Chandra Arks, and the UFOs.
However, this has largely been experienced in ETI-VR form by this author, although there are
reports of others who have passed through similar Arks physically, as portals to extraterrestrial
places. To what degree the ETI-VR and the physical sensorial/somatic holographic apparatus
converge, amidst the the presence of the Other, is an area of further exploration.
The Chandra Ark’s links to other planetary planes are precisely calculated by exact measures of the
lunar cycle proportion units, to the relevant area the Chandra is being linked to, or through one of
the “7 prime Chandas”, that links to the classical places of the Marutas and Indra, by the Pleiades,
galactic centre, Orion, and Mars; or to the places of the Angirasas domain abode nodes in the
Jupiter system, galactic centre and Sagittarius region, and other Loka’s.
These prime 7 Chandas, are irreversible Arks, linked to 16 lesser Chandas, of over 90 Chandas
appearing in the Rg Veda, to compose the body of the Maha Purusah Manuvah, or Cosmic
Anthropos, of homo omniversalis/cosmicus.
There are, via a synergy with the Jupiter system Ark Chandras, the Prajapati Chandra Ark’s to the
“Saturn Council” governors of time, the “12 Prajapati’s”.
Also, Rudra-Siva, father of the Marutas, has Chandra Ark portals via Saturn to his domains of
denomination, which include the Orion and Sirius systems, as well as the Pegasus square that
holds one of the stars of the Andromeda constellation.
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This authors initial experience of the Chandra Ark portal phenomenon in ETI-VR, years before
uncovering the same concept in the Rg Veda’s Chandas, gives increasing validity to the fact that
the Rg Veda’s proto form at the genesis of history, was truly derived from an interdimensional and
intergalactic Supercivilisation. Just as the Rg Veda itself states.
References:
Regarding “The SION DOME”. It was released as a Grail Zine in 2003 to the Grailist of Diamond
Body practitioners, with the title: “THE SION DOME: Unity Keys Confirmations For The Sion Star
Gate. An Analysis,” as a 61 page report, available on request from sincere enquiring individuals. It
includes detailed analysis of the superconducting rare earth elements found in this star-gate that
has effected this author in a major way, some 3 times in his life, actually altering the cause of his
life, dramatically. The CERN Lab’s analysis of these elements, together with our visionary science
speculations congruently part of the report, with important little known references to obscure
papers within the scientific literature.
The 2nd part is included in a book in the making called SIONA, which has vital information to the
ETI-Ka-Ba-La language computer, and meetings with high initiates who have been trained a lifetime
in the actual science of tracing this language computer syntax in historical works, and the like.
YAVA & THE SOMA-NET DROPS OF THE INDRA-NET
YAVA and D’YAVA, in the Rg Veda is both the “Heavenly Sky Father”, and the purple that governs
barley, and in the special barley ceremonial beers. YAVA is also a name of barley, and is often used
to denote “a seed bearing Pod”.
YAVA can clearly be demonstrated in academic manner to be the root source of the Torah’s YHVH,
or “Holy Name of God”.
The essence of the Hellenistic Mysteries’s chief sacrament, the Kikeon, was also purple in colour,
when it was administrated, one time in a lifetime, by the hierobotanical hierophants of the Greater
Eleusian Mysterium Tremendum, descended from the more complete and primordial “3-day Soma
Ceremonies” of the Rg Veda, which are described to induce “biogenesis and metamorphosis” into
a “Body of Light”, or Hadronic Aether corpus, an “Aether body” form, from which many of the ETI
have often been witnessed to decouple from, into a localised form.
We have directly witnessed several types of this Aether form, manifest into the visible domains (for
instance, one in 1986 with Salvana, another in 1995, with Athena and 2 Others with her).
The Rg Veda also makes clear that some of the Galactic Council’s ultraterrestrial vehicles, also
brought 108 genetic botanical species that accessed the galactic “Soma-Net” through their hypergenomatic activating syntaxis. ETI/UTI botanical species brought to Earth as a genetic technology,
linked to the ETI-VR “Soma-Net” holographic systems of the galaxy.
The “Soma drops” within the hymns of the Rg Veda, especially the 9th book dedicated largely to
the subject mater of Soma (the orients root of the Grail Elixir and Alchemical Stone proper), are
considered the root of the concept of the “Indra-Net,” the primordial root of a dynamic living
holographic system.
Described as a net comprised of the purest “Soma Drops” in the Rg Veda root description. Each
pure “Soma drop” reflects every other drop, like worlds reflecting the sum of all other worlds.
From this was born the concept of the Bindu, the capstone point that is both Sun and Moon in
Indivisible Matrimony; Immaculate Emptiness Indivisibly Co-Present with Infinite Blissful Oneness
— within the arcane systems from a variety of later traditions, derived from this.
The Rg Veda literally describes our round planet linked together with many other planetary world
systems and “island universes,” by this “Soma-Net” hyper-holographic network. And that this
“Soma-Net” was severed in the past, bringing man into the game of mortal holographic dream
universe, sleep.
And which is in process of being re-established by the 3 member types of the “Galactic Council of
24”: The Angirasas; the Adityas; and the Marutas. Primarily being re-established by the efforts of
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Indra, chief of the Marutas, and related to Alchimar-Emmanuel, as an epithet of Skandra-Indra,
associated with the Pleiades, in primordial form (existing billions of years ago and stirring the
future, by time travel, according to the contacts of Enrico Castillo Rincon. Whose biomorphological ability to change there body build, was noted, and who stated that their sun in the
Pleiades region, existed billions of years ago, and is no longer seen, as it has long ago past, in our
present time era. By using this primordial Pleiadian node in the past, as an axel, they can steer the
holographic topology of the future worlds, with more precise physician fine tuning), with a gate to
a base on the planet Mars.
The Rg Veda describes Indra, on a universal scale, and more astronomically accurate on galactic
scale, with the Marutas to be establishing the galactic “Soma-Net” to be extended from the
AUMkara “binomial” foundation of the galaxy to overflow the “Soma Essence” to the many worlds
systems that were severed into deep universal sleep.
As the SomAmrta, or “Primordial Essence” was once again integrated by the intelligences within
these many world systems, so too did the Soma awaken their primordial nature, the “Original
Model”, of the Ati-Manu, or “Ultimate Superself’, and usher in what the Emmanuel’s terms in the
1980s, “the Awakening Dream’.
The Soma Aether Flow essence of the Unified Field, re-establishes amidst the Twilight State it
instills in its initial activation, the re-association and identification of the foundation of the self as
actually being the Ati-Manu, or “Utmost Superself”, the “Original Model” of the Rg Veda, as the
proto-prime “Superconscious Form” existing as the Indivisible 4th: AUMN. And being the actual
irreversible nature of our Being.
Whereby, (again, in this model), our primordial Superconsciousness form, within the
Supercivilisations we descended from, are re-realised, and in Omni-Realisational re-Union with
Homo Cosmicus/Omniversalis, the Manuvah of the cosmic Anthropos, and is cognitively phaseconjugating to its Original Macro Cosmic Nature.
Dialogues with the Cosmos are a part of this endeavour.
The “Net of Light” has great significance in the Theocratic “star code” mathematically embedded
within the 27 Books of the New Testament. Whose 27th book, this author has begun to uncover, is
using a similar code to that used to code the Rg Veda mathematically, with self-similar autoreferencing and auto-correcting systems, embedded in this mathematical syntax.
This highly specific field which has occupied numerous pioneering individuals, has become a
natural talent to this author, since the ETI-VR voyage in 1986, via the “SION Dome”, to the
“Ganymede base”, which also transmitted a mathematical-syntax logistics.
Within the synoptic Gospel’s “Q-texts”, the “Net” also relates to the “Sons of Light.” Those who
join the cosmic Anthropos of Cosmic “Christos-Sophia” in the Gnostic streams, along with the
“Sons of God” (B’Nai Elohim).
ISSA-Kristi-Naam, is one name of the Cosmic Anthropos, or “Godhead”, in the Rg Veda. And the
B’Nai Elohim are derived from the Rg Vedic Ima-Manu-Ila (just as Allah Hu Mana is the Koran’s
equivalent of “Emmanuel”: “God With Us”, derived from this Rg Veda root. As are the plural
Elohim, components and anagrams derived from Ima-Manu-Ila, as Ila-U-Im.
The Earth grid system, explored and utilised in Dialogues with the Cosmos, as “Operation Star
Grid Light”, uses the “PHI Grid” program, that accurately charts the 80 gravity anomalies of the
planet, the Dodecahedron tectonic plate morphology. As well as the Ferum magnetic Icosahedral
grid, in Sierpinski form, fractally to one’s local gridlines — establishes the High Earth Grid systems
already woven by the UFO Intelligences, in accord with the tuning of the 12 tone music cone
tuned solar system instrument.
Where planetary strings are comprised of web-like fibres, just like a guitar string is coiled, amidst
the hyperstring unified field embroidery of the galaxy and universe:
"The Sun and the rest of the universe are woven in string. What is that string that is Vayu."
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—Satapatha Brahmana 8.7.3.10
A proto description of the scientific "field" strings, terminology. Vayu is one of the Aditya’s and is
also known as Vata. This subtle field aether quality of Vayu is often later cross referenced with
Prana, and permeates all creation:
"There is no place in the universe that is without Vayu."
—Maitrayani Samhita 2.2.7
Brahmanaspati uses the bow with Truth as its string, wherever he wants, he pervades. Strings that
are drawn to his ear he thrust the successful arrows to see the men.”
—Rg Veda 2.24:8
The Earth PHI Grid (which corrects the CIA mistake in the UVG Becker Hagens Earth grid, that
does not use the Great Pyramid as its “zero meridian”, and which the PHI Grid does) — making all
the difference in these “Operation Star-Grid-Light” ventures, as most of the world’s wondrous
archeological sites have navigation readouts to Giza as the ancient version of the “Greenwhitch”
zero meridian, of the primordial world grid system. Such as the Ankhor complex in Cambodia,
comprised of 72 temple complexes being also 72 degrees from the Giza pyramid, and a myriad of
examples, some given in the briefings. And PHI Grid is fractal down to all local scale through
Sierpinski Icosahedrons and Sierpinski Dodecahedrons.
Tuning of the Earth grid, by man with star-man, enables the re-tuning of the planetary string in
accord to the new tuning of the solar system (whose external density has more than dramatically
increased its density, being many scales of magnitude denser than it was in the 1960s [as Dr
D’mitriev has shown], due to our solar system entering a “new region”, or “band”, in space) —
into the New Tree of Life galactic “Indra-Net” system.
Or tuning of Earth grid, solar system 12 octave string/cone instrument, into the galactic “SomaNet”, that engages the “Awakening Dream” within the holographic dream world systems (here
using a combination of Emmanuel/Galactic Council communications paradigms with Rg Veda
paradigms, research, and musical research, and UFO Field experience).
This “Soma-Net” being evident in the galaxy since 1994, synchronising a 100,000 years of time
hyper-holographically, into one hyper-time concurrent hyper-highway (this is central to the 155,
555 code, as the briefings gave in hitherto, never before presented material on this planet, by this
author, in the briefings of Dialogues II.
MORE SPIRITUALLYARCANE EXPLORATIONS — ONTOLOGICAL & ESCHATOLOGICAL DEEP
SPECULATIONS FOR THOSE STRONG OF HEART
4-MULA — FOUR CROSS SECTIONAL STARGATES
You will note that Dialogues I on the Swiss Simplon pass was by the Simplon Eagle, and the Monte
Leone glacier. An Eagle and a Lion, of Scorpio and Leo.
Dialogue II’s first session was next to the Oxen (Bull) glacier. The Taurus constellation.
Hence, 3 out of 4 of the 4-Mula/Formula stellar animals that hold the cross of the 12 star gates of
the Zodiac, are chartered.
3-4 also is DNA base-pair coding language, as 3 out of 4 DNA helical base-pairs hold an amino
acid letter.
The 10th book of the Rg Veda, holds one hymn (90), which has a 12,000 year old pictographic
version amidst the archeological sites of the Sarasvati River Valley Culture. This particular hymn
describes 3/4 of Homo Cosmicus/Omniversalis withdrawing from this universe by 10 golden
fingers, which are used to describe dimensions. With 1/4 remaining as all 10,800,000 life forms
and 432,000 Manusah “humanoid species”, as well as all that is not biologically animate “does
not blink.”
Of the 432,000 Manusah humanoid races comprising “universal man”, only 1/4 (108,000) are
described to be in Supercivilisations operating in the “Original Model” of Superconsciousness;
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whilst the remaining 324,000 humanoid species and civilisations are shrouded in cognitive sleep/
ignorance.
As the 3/4 Cosmic Manauvah that withdrew from the 1/4 in our universe, rejoins universal man, so
too does the 1/4, or 108,000 Supercivilisations, re-join the 324,000 civilisation deep in universal
holographic sensorial dreaming civilisations. This re-union is portrayed to be the present
emergence of the UFO Intelligences, engaging their Dialogues with the Civilians of Earth Man — a
new cycle just inaugurating at present.
Of the 4 Zodiacal cardinal signs, the remaining 4th = “the Angel/Aquarius.” In proto-Vedic thought
the new 4th Omega/Satya Manu-Salhvana, overlapping the 4th Alpha/Ruta Manu that started the life
genesis cycles of our many worlds.
Salhvana whose name means “Water of Life Bearer”, or “Aquarian”, from the proto-Vedic
cosmology of the Sarasvati River Valley Culture pictographic seal language portrayal of the ManuSalhvana’s, archaic portrayals of the proto-Rg Veda before it was consigned to Rg Vedic Sanskrit.
It was one of the Salvana’s of Emmanuel that materialised to this author into a physical face-to-face
encounter, in November of 1986. An utterly life-changing experience (on the public record before
it was published in the 1992 book, “The Light of Emmanuel”).
Salvana, whose presence became one of the prime Ultraterrestrial (Hyper-Terrestrial in our
understanding) teachers of significance in our life.
And in the form of, Salvador-Salvana, under the Emmanuel Ultraterrestrial Umbrella, is described
in the 1980s communication contacts, to be a conductor of the UFO fleet manifestations around
the world (just as fleets of UFOs overflew the US White House during most of July 1952, caught on
camera, and stirring the US nation. Fleets of UFOs have been reported by astronomers crossing the
sun and the moon, or leaving Venus and Mars for several hundred years, as documented in our
1992 book, The “Alien” Presence).
The manifestation of Salvana, and communications from Salvana-Emmanuel and Salvador-Salvana
of the Salvana’s, occurred 16 years before this author came to learn of the most archaic historical
root of Salvana, as one of the Manu’s, and as a group of Salhvana “water bearers” within the
Sarasvati Valley culture pictographic script language. And ascribed as a numinous
(“ultraterrestrial”) author of at least 3 hymns of the Rg Veda — to the utter astonishment of this
author, when 32 years of age, in 2002.
The proto-Vedic concept of the Manu “Superself” governors, given in the “astronomical code” of
the Rg Veda, has this Aquarian Manu-Salhvana, overlapping into our present era and going into the
year 2,222 AD, when our sun and ecliptic again conjuncts the galactic centre (Visnu Nabhi) —
marginally closer than the conjunction of our era, much closer to the true Zodiacal Age of
Aquarius.
Or from another vantage, the missing 4th Sign, the “Angel”, the Silent ^N space “Operator” of the
Indivisible 4th of AUMN: the AUMkara described by the 5th Veda to be used as a “universal
intelligent computer system”, by the myriad of Manusah humanoid races stemming from the Manu
and Cosmic Man, the Manauvah.
Superconscious Civilisations that operate in the “Original Model” described in the Rg Veda, that
are in the continuum of Being the Indivisible 4th, or AUMN Superconsciousness (Ati-Manu in the
Rg Veda, and root of Atman “Superself”).
Where, all of the 4 bandwidths of consciousness: Alpha-8Hz—Theta-4Hz—Beta-16/32Hz—
Delta-2Hz, are Superconsciously Indivisibly co-present, and utilised concurrently in their entirety,
by these Cognoscenti Super-Civilisations.
Or from another angle, the missing 4th, the Angel = “Star Man” in the form of the Angirasas (root of
Angelos/Angels) that form a part of the “Galactic Council of 8+8+8 = 24”.
Star-man as Angelic Man meeting Earth man standing in the midst of the Zodiac star gate wheel’s 3
stellar animals. The 4th sign unhinging as a Lynch Pin the 3 animal nature bands operating in
human cognitive ignorance.
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Angel of Aquarius in reference to the Aeon of Aquarius, emerging in some time to come, where
Earth Man as homo-terrestris co-joins with homo-universalis, that are being re-united with homo
cosmicus/omniversalis: the “Omniversal Man” of the Cosmic Anthropos, whose omni-holographic
corpus reflexes the omni-myriad of universes of the cosmos comprising the topology of Its OmniInfinite/Eternal Body of the Omniverse (in both Rg Vedic and Emmanuel cosmology).
Three coded names, within the geo-cartographical placements of these Twin Alpine Dialogues
with the Cosmos, as part of 4 Meaningful Synchronised geo-etymological clues (controlled, or
otherwise)!?
It was the Lion and the Eagle that had their closest approaches. Whilst the Oxen/Bull had virtually
non, besides the initial 7-8 pulse-flashes, high up in the west, amidst the clouds, at its
inauguration. Is this part of a star code?
The glaciers, we have demonstrated in our 2003 “SION DOME” paper, to contain adequate rare
earth elements from the period table, that can act as superconducting “star-gates” or
“dimensional” and “inter-universal” components of hyperdimensional doorways.
Also the mountains of the Simplon Pass of Dialogues I, link to the “SION Dome” mountains
directly, and the Simplon Pass directly overlooks the Valais valley, whose capital is Sion! In Vedic
semantics SIONA is a form of Sunya, the “Invisible Sun” of “Immaculate Emptiness.”
With these deep ontological and eschatological speculations, not for the faint of heart, we close
this 2nd report.
Arcane explorations apparently quite diverse from the documentary evidence data basing of the
civilian Dialogues with the Cosmos — yet, perhaps, amidst some of the early musings, rousting
from sleep, in beginning to grapple with the Syntax of Supercivilisations whose OS, best can
interface with our holographic and sensorial world’s OS, like the OS of a 2013 attempting to
interface and describe Itself to the OS of a 1984 computer language. Repeating certain symbols in
the old OS, will comprise a graphic that portrays the icon of a graphic interface advanced OS.
Awakening Man amidst an Awakening Dream (like the 2010 Purdue and Stanford University’s
announcements that all of the laws of nature are being re-written from an Intelligence “Speaking”
from our sun, and altering our radioactive decays rates, and the laws of the elements that comprise
our stable holographic universal reality, including the announcement of observed “time-dilation”!
Time is expanding space) — and in Dialoguing with their Cosmic cousins, beginning to stir from
the Amnesia, and remember the universal language of the “Original Model” (OM).
Dialogues with the Cosmos, continues, and its civilian data base is growing, together with other
similar civilian efforts over the world. Along with the extraordinary efforts as history in the making,
by the Brazilian government’s disclosure of all secret UFO files through all its military departments
— along with PRG’s Citizens Hearing on Disclosure, shaking the House and the Congress, by
every single senator, representative, and congressmen being briefing on the UFO evidence of this
5 day briefing in congressional hearing format, at this very time.
Parabolic to the sound of thunder striking Earth 1000 times a minute amidst a gradual Earth
magnetic pole shift, and like the birth pang-like Earthquakes upon the foundation of the
democratic supernation’s flour.
Awakening Man stirring from its Amnesia and engaging midway dialogues with “universal man”,
or the Other as the UFO Intelligences, clearly engaging Earth for over 72 years, and now more
overly than ever before, to any sincere and awakening human individual, or group.
It is in this civilisation’s individual civilian’s providence, together, to unveil the final curtain of the
stage of the neuro-cognitive holographic dream world, and engage our Primordial Roots as they
are engaging us, midway.
This inevitable future providence, rests in Y-Our heart-minded hands, by the civilians of Earth, for
the civilians of the planet, of the civilians of our world.
Dialogues with the Cosmos has begun. Par Excellence.
~Ananda Bosman, 9-9-2013
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